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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a third in a series we continue the construction and the analysis

of essentially non-oscillatory shock capturing methods for the approximation of

hyperbolic conservation laws. We present an hierarchy of uniformly high order

accurate schemes which generalizes Godunov's scheme and its second order accurate

MUSCL extension to arbitrary order of accuracy. The design involves an essentially

non-oscillator-, piecewlse polynomial reconstruction of the solution from its cell

averages, time evolution through an approximate solution of the resulting initia]

value problem, and averaging of this approximate solution over each cell. The

reconstruction algorithm is derived from a new interpolation technique that when

applied to piecewise smooth data gives high-order accuracy whenever the function

is smooth but avoids a Gibbs phenomenon at discontinuities. Unlike standard

finite difference methods this procedure uses an adaptive stencil of grid points and

consequently ';he resulting schemes are highly nonlinear.
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1. introduction. In this paper, the third in a series we continue to study

the use of essentially nonoscillatory, uniformly high-order accurate schemes for the

numerical approximation of weak solutions of hyperbolic systems of conservation

laws

(1.1a) t_ + f(u)= = 0

(1.1b) u(x,O) :Uo(X).

Here u = (uz,..., urn) r is a state vector and f(u), the flux, is a vector valued

function of m components. The system is hyperbolic in the sense that the rn × m

Jacobian matrix

A(u) = Of /cgu

has m real eigenvalues

a_Cu)< _2(u) < ... < a,,(_)

and a complete set of m linearly independent right-eigenvectors {rk(u)}'_= z. We

denote by {lk(u)}'_= l the left-eigenvectors of A(u) and assume that l, rk = _.

We assume that the initial value problem (IVP) (1.1) (embedded in an appro-

priate setting which includes entropy considerations) is well-posed in the sense of

Cauchy and that its weak solutions are generically piecewise smooth. We denote

its evolution operator by E(t), i.e.

(1.2) _(,0 = E(t) ,,o.

Let _(z) denote the sliding average of w(z)

1 fh/_ w(z + y)dy -= (Ah " w)(z)
(l.3a) tD(z) = _ J-h/'_



We note that t_ issmoother than w by one derivative,and that at points of

smoothness

(1.3b) _(_)--_(_)+ O(h_).

The slidingaverage in x of a weak solution of (I.I),_.(x,t),satisfies

(1.4) _fi(x,t) + [f(u(x + h/2,t)) - f(u(x - h/2, t))] = O.

Integrating this relation from t to t + r, we get

(1.sa)

where A -- r/h and

(1.sb)
fo T

](x,t;w)- 1 f(w(x,t + w))dw.
T

Let {/i x [t,,,t,_+t]} where I i = [zi__,xi+_], x_ = ah, t,_ = nr, be a

partition of R x R +. Writing relation (1.5) at z = zi,t = t,_ we get

(I._) i = ui ½'

Here

(t.6b) %-"= a(z i ,t.) = -hif, u(x,t.)dz

is the "cell-average" of u at time tn.

In this paper we describe a class of numerical schemes that generalizes

Godunov's scheme [5] and its second order extensions ([22], [4], [15]) to any finite

order of accuracy. These schemes can be written in standard conservation form

(l.Ta)



Here/_h(r) denotes the numerical soiution operator and ]:.,._, the numerical flux,

denotes a function of 2k variables

(x.Tb) -- TI

which is consistent with the flux f(u) in (X l) in the sense that f(u,u, ...,u) = f(u).

We design these schemes so that the conservation form (1.Ta) will approximate (1.5)

•" = u, in ,,1.,) and comparing it tc (1.6) weto high order of accuracy. Setting v:

see that if the numerical flux (1.7b _, can be expanded as

(x.sa) f:.] = f(zj.,._,tn;u)-,-d(_.:_])h"-O(h ''l)

then

v:"'l = _,-"'" - ,_id(%.;), - dO:,._ _)ih" - OIh "-:_,,,

This shows that if the numerical flux f:_._ satisfies 1.Sa) then the truncation error

in the sense of cell averages is

(1.Sb_ f,(z: tn-r)-Ea¢r)f_( t,).: =,_!d(z:_,)-d(z, .;h'-O(h'""

which is O(h "'_l ) where g(_:) is Lipschitz continuous.

When .f(u) is a nonlinear function _f u. the approximation of t z, ,..:,_ u t:

O(h') requires knowledge of pointwise values of the s_.]uti:,n t_ the same :rder :rf

accuracy. In order to design a numerical flux that satisfi_ _l.Sa_.._. _e mus_ ex'ra:"

high order accurate pointwise information from :he given {tj'}, which are approxi-

mations to {_}, the cell averages (l.6b) of the solution. Solving this _ _.... "

problem to arbitrarily high-order of accuracy r. without introducing O 1'. Gibbs-

like spurious oscil, lations at points of discontinuity, is the most important s_el:' in

the design of our new _.chemes.

L .....
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Given t_y = ,_(zy), cell averages of a piecewise smooth function w(z), we con-

struct R(z; t_), a piecewise polynomial function of z of uniform polynomial degree

(r- 1) that satisfies:

(i) At all points x for which there is a neighborhood where w is smooth

(1.9a) R(x; _) = w(r) + e(z)h r + O(hr+l).

(ii) conservation in the sense of

(1.9b) R(xy; t_) = _j-

here R denotes the sliding average (1.3) of R.

(iii) It is essentially non-oscillatory

(1.9c) TV(R(.;_)) <_ TV(w) + O(h_),

where TV denotes total-variation in z.

The inequality (1.9c) implies that the reconstruction R is essentially non-

oscillatory in the sense that it does not have a Gibbs-like phenomenon of generating

O(1) spurious oscillations at points of discontinuity that are proportional to the size

of the jump there. In [16}, [11}, [17] we describe R(x;_) in the scalar case. We show

there that R may occasionally produce O(h") spurious oscillations which are on the

level of the truncation error. These small spurious oscillations may occur only in

the smooth part of w and they usually disappear once w(z) is adequately resolved

on the computationaJ mesh. For sake of completeness we review this reconstruction

algorithm in s,:ctioa 3; we shall extend it to vector functions w(z) in Section S of

this paper.

Using the reconstruction (1.9) we can express the abstract form of our new

scherr, e_ by

(t.t0) /;h(r) _ =-A_. E(r) R(;_).



Here Ah is the cell-averaging operator on the RHS of (1.3); E(t) is the exact evolu-

tion operator (1.2) and w is any piecewise smooth function of z. These schemes are

a generalization of Godunov's scheme and its second-order extensions in the sense

that (1.10) with the first order accurate piecewise constant reconstruction

(1.11) R(x;,_)= '_i for::__½ _ z < xj+½

is exactly Godunov's schemes ([5]); (1.10) with the second order accurate piecewise

linear reconstruction

(1.12a) R(z; t_) -- ws-' si(z - xj) for zj__ < z < zj+_

such that

(1.12b) = + o(h),

is the abstract form of the second-order extensions to Godunov's scheme described

in [22],[41 and [15].

We recall that the evolution operator E(t) is monotone in the scalar case. Since

Ah, the cell-averaging operator is also monotone we see that in the scalar case

(1.13a) TV(Eh(r)@) = TV(Ah. E(r). R(.; _)) _< TV(R(.;ff_)).

If ff_ in (1.13a) is the sliding average of a piecewise smooth function w(z), it

follows then from (1.9c) that

(1.13b) TV(Eh(r)_) <_ TV(w) + O(h_).

This shows that the schemes (1.10) in the scalar case are essentially non-

oscillatory in exactly the same way as the reconstruction: They do not have a

Gibbs-like phenomenon at discontinuities, yet they may occasionally produce small



spurious oscillations on the level O(h r) of the trunction error (see Remark 1.3 at

the end of this section).

(1.I0) is the abstract operator expression of a scheme in the conservation form

(1.7). Although the scheme generates discrete values v_, which are r-th order

-n its operation involves a globallyaccurate approximations to the cell-averages ui,

defined pointwise approximation to u(z, t) of the same order of accuracy, which we

denote by vh(z,t). The latter is defined for all x in the time-strips tn __ t < tn+l,

with a possible discontinuity at {tk}; we shall use the standard notation vh(x, t_. :1:0)

to distinguish between the two possibly different values.

We define vh(z, t) via the following algorithmic description of the scheme (1.10).

We start by setting

v_ = fio(Zy)

where u0 is the given initial datum (1.1b), and eo is its sliding average (1.3a).

Having defined v" -- (v_}, approximation to {_2_} in (1.6b), we proceed tc evaluate

v '_+t by the following three steps:

(i) Reconstruction: Define

(1.14a) vh(x,t. +o)= R(x; v"),

Note that Vh(Z, t,_ + 0) is _ pointwise approximation to u(z, t,,).

(ii) Solution in the small: For t,_ < t < t,_ + r = t,,+l, define

_h(;t) = E(t - t.) _h( ;t. + 0).

(ill) Cell-averaging: Close the time-loop of the algorithm by defining

(l.14c) .,.t = _h(zj;t.+_ - O) = I f',*, vh(z.t.+_ - O)dz.



We note that vh, being an exact solution of (1.1) in t,_ <_ t < t,_÷l, sa_,isfies

(1.5) in this strip. Using the conservation property (1.9b) of the reconstruction in

(1.14a), i.e.

(1.15) oh(zj, t,, + O) = v:,

we get from (1.5) that the scheme (1.10), (1.14) satisfies the conservation form

(1.16a) v;*' = v.,,"- A(f;+ _ - fj__ )

with the numerical flux

(1.16b) lfff_+½ = f(xj+l,t,_;vh) = - f(vh(xj÷_,t,_ + rl))drl.

We turn now to examine the local truncation error of the scheme. For this

'_ _=_-'_ the exactpurpose we consider a -;agle application of (1.14) star*,ing with vj uj,

cell-averages of the solution. It follows from (1.9a) and (1.14a) that

(1.17a) + O(h'*l).

The definition (1.14b) and our assumption of the well-posedness of the IVP (1.1)

imply that

(1.1 b) vh(x,t) = uCx, t) -4- O(h _) for t. < t < t.÷l.

This in turn ,

i.e.

_s that the numerical flux /1.16b) of the scheme satisfies (1.Sa).

(1.17c) ]:,._ = ](zj._,t,;u)_ d(z.7..._)h" -,-O(h"*l).

Clearly non-smoothness of d(z) in (1.17c) can result only from non-smoothness

of the coefficient e(z) in (1.17a). It follows then from (1.8b) that away frem points



of discontinuity and points at which e(z) fails to be Lipschitz continuous, the local

truncation error in the sense of cell-averages is O(h'+l).

Let u(x, t) be a smooth solution of (1.1) and let us suppose that as h ---, O, 1 =

O(h), the numerical approximation converges pointwise to u(x, t). If e(z) is globally

Lipschitz cntinuous then the local truncation error in the sense of cell averages is

globally O(hr+l). At time t, after performing Ar = t/r time-steps, we expect the

cumulative error to be O(hr), i.e.

(1.18a) ,,y = + o(h

In this case we see from (1.9a) that

,h(x,t + 0) = R(x;,") = .(x,t.) + O(h').

Thus at the end of the computation we have two sets of output data at our disposal:

(i) Discrete values {v_} that approximate {fi(sb.,tN)} to O(hr). (ii) A piecewise

polynomial function of x, R(z; vN), that approximates u(x, tN) to O(hr).

REMARK: (1.1). Note that (1.8) is quite different from the truncation error in

a pointwise sense which is used in formulating Lax-Wendroff-type schemes [20],

n r_+l
[21]. There we take vj = u(zi, t,_ ) and require vj. = u(zj,t,_+l) + O(h_+l). To

accomplish that we need a numerical flux that satisfies

- _ rk 3ku

k=l

We shall see in the following that condition (l.8a) for the accuracy in a cell-average

sense is more manageable in many respects

REMARK ( 1.2): When e(z) fails to be Lipschitz continuous at a point, the local

truncation error (1.Sb) is only O(h'). In the MVSCL-type schemes [22],[4] this



happensat local extremum points- in higher-order accurate schemes this may occur

at roots of higher derivatives of u (see [15], [11]). Due to local accumulation we

expect the pointwise error at time t, after N - _/1" time-steps, to be only O(h r-l)

at such points. Away from these points we expect the pointwise cumulative error to

remain O(hr). Consequently the scheme is (r- 1)-th order accurate in the maximum

norm. Because of the non-oscillatory nature of the schemes, we expect the number

of points where e(x) fails to be Lipschitz-continuous to remain bounded as h --, O.

In this cue the Ll-norm of the cumulative error is O(hr). To distinguish between

schemes that are r-th order accurate in the usual pointwise sense, and those that

are r-th order accurate in the Ll-norm but only (r- 1)-th accurate in the maximum

norm, we shall use "r-th order accurate" for the latter, thus qualifying the difference

by the use of quotation marks.

REMARK ( 1.3): It is well known that if the total variation of the numerical ap-

proximation is uniformly bounded, i.e.

(1.19) < C rv(,,0)

where the constant C is independent of h for 0 _< t _< T, then a.ny refinement

sequence h ---* O, r = O(h) has a subsequence that converges in L_ c¢ to a we,rk

solution of (1.1). Therefore uniform boundedness of the total variation is an appro-

priate sense of stability for n,_merical approximations to discontinuous solutions of

(1.1); _ee [9], [10] and the references cited there.

Inequality (1.13) shows that the total variation of our new schemes is dominated

by that of reconstruction step

(1.20) TV(v _+') < TV(R(.;v")).
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When R is the piecewise-constant function (1.11) or the piecewise-linear function

(1.1.2) (where the slope s i is that of the MUSCL scheme) then

(1.21a) TV(R(.;v)) <__TV(v)

for any function v of bounded totalvariation.Consequently Godunov's scheme and

the MUSCL scheme are totalvariation diminishing (TVD) in the scalarcase

(1.21b) rv(v"+')< TV(_");

thistriviallyimplies (1.19)with C = I.

In proving relation (1.9c) for higher order reconstructions we have used the

assumption that for h sufficientlysmall there are at least r+ 1 points of smoothness

between discontinuities.Consequently we cannot apply this resultto the numeri-

cal solution v". Nevertheless, based on heuristicanalysis and extensive numerical

experimentation, we conjecture that in the scalar case

(1.22) TV(v "+_) <_TV(v") + O(h_+_)

for some p > 0.
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2. Review and overview. In [15], the first paper of this series, we present

a second-order accurate scheme which is strictly non-oscillatory in the scalar case

(m = 1)i.e.,

(2.!) ,_o(_',.+,)_ ,,VoCv-.)

where N0(v) denotes the number of local extreme in v. This scheme is a modification

of the "second-order accurate" MUSCL scheme [22], [4], which is total-variation-

diminishing (TVD) in the scalar ca_e, i.e.

(2.2) rv(,,"*') <_TV(v").

In order to ent_rce (2.2), the slope s i (1.12a) in the MUSCL scheme is subjected

to a so called "limiter". Due to the operation of this limiter, the coefficien_ in the

O(h) term in the Taylor expansion (1.12b) becomes discontinuous at local extrema:

Consequently e(z) in (1.ga) iails to be Lipschitz continuous at such points, which

leads to a loss of accuracy at local extrema. In [lS] this difficulty is circumvented

by using a modified slope s i in (1.12a) which satisfies

(2.a) s¢ = tvx(x,) + O(h2),

thus leading to a globally smooth e(x) in (1.9a).

Although the end result is a simple technical modification of the formula for

the slope sj, the design of the scheme in [15] invokes major conceptual changes.

Realizing that TVD schemes, independent of their particular form, are necessarily

only first-order accurate at local extrema, we seek a weaker notion of control over

possible growth of total variation of the numerical solution. For this purpose we

introduce the notion (2.1) of non-oscillatory schemes, which satisfy in the scalar

case for piecewise smooth w

rvc_,h(,) e) < TvCw) + OCh:)
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rather than (2.2). In [16], the second paper in this series, we show that even the

notion of (strictly) non-oscillatory schemes (2.1) is too restrictive in the sense that

it limits the order of accuracy to 2. To enable the design of higher-order accurate

schemes we then introduce the notion of essentially non-oscillatory schemes (1.13),

which excludes a Gibbs-like phenomenon but allows for the production of spurious

oscillations on the level of the truncation error.

Another conceptual change is the removal of the "monotonicity limiters" which

are an essential part of TVD schemes ([30]) and may cause reduction of order of

accaracy at some points. Our new schemes are of uniform order of accuracy r.

The control over possible growth of the total variation of the numerical solution is

obtained by an adaptive stencil that at each point attempts to use the smoothest

information av'_ilable. This adaptive selection of stencil is introduced to the algo-

rithm through the reconstruction step (1.14a). The number of points in the stencil,

independent of its orientation, is always (r + 1).

In [16], the second paper in the series, we investigate the stability of our new

schemes in the scalar constant coefficient case

(2 ut + auz -- O, a = constant.

The exact evolution operator (1.2) in this case is just a translation with the constant

speed a. Therefore our schemes (1.14) take the particularly simple forna

Due to the adaptive selection of stencil in the reconst_ction step, the schenm (1.23b)

is highly nonlinear; consequendy the use of the standard linear stability analysis is

inappropriate. We demonstrate this point in [161 by choosing initial data for which

the reconstruction algorithm selects a stencil that is biased in the _down-wind"

direction (i.e. in the dir_:ctionopposite to that of tlle wind); aconstant choice of
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such a stencilisnotoriously unstable. Such an instabilityusually exhibits itselfby

the production of increasing oscillationswhich startsat the highest derivative and

propagates to the function itself.The numerical experiment in [16]shows that once

these oscillationsbegin to appear on the levelof the highest derivative,the adaptive

selectionof stencilin (2.5b) reacts by changing the orientation of the stenciland

thus avoids the build up of instability.

In [16] we also investigate the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for (2.5a).

Unlike the treatment of boundaries in standard finite-difference schemes we do not

use "numerical boundary conditions". Instead we modify the scheme (2.5b) by

restricting the selection of the stencil to available information. As a result the

scheme is biased "against the wind" at one of the two boundaries. Nevertheless,

numerical experiments show the scheme to be strongly stable.

In the present paper, the third in the series, we turn to consider tile general

nonlinear case. The abstract form of our schemes, (1.10) and (1.14), calls for the

evaluation of the exact solution in the small (i.e. for 0 < t < r, r small) of the IVP

(1.1) with the initial data R(x; v'_); the latter is a piecewise polynomial function of

z with possible discontinuities at {zj. _ }.

When R(z; v") is the piecewise-co_stant function (1.11) (i.e. Godunov's scheme),

we can express this solution in terms of local solutions to the Riemann problem

,n z<0
(2.7) ut + f(u)_ = O, u(z,O) = v,

v_+ t z > 9

Wh, ,a R(zr;v '_) is a piecewise polynomial function of higher degree we cannot in

general express the solution of the IVP(1.1) in a simple closed form. Nevertheless,

(see rtl], [6!) we can obtain a local Taylor expansion of the solution to any desired

order of accuracy.

We note, however, that the step of "solution-in-the-small" (1.14b) is followed

by the step of "cell-averaging" (1.14c}. conseqttently many of tile fine details of the
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exact solution, which may be very costly to compute, are later ignored in evalu-

ating vj-n+l by averaging the exact solution over (xj__, x_.+_). To economize on

the cost of our schemes it make.q sense to use simplified approximate %olvers" that

carry only this information which determines the value of the cell-average, namely

the one needed to compute a numerical flux satisfying (1.17c). The study of such

approximate solvers is the main issue ef the present paper. In Section 4 we con-

sider the scalar case; in Section 5 we extend the scheme to hyperbolic systems of

conservation laws.

When we consider the reconstrdction (1.g) in the context of approximation of

functions, the assumption that w(z) is piecewise smooth with a finite number of

discontinuities imp!ies that for h sufficiently small these are at least (r-t- 1) points

of smoothness separating discontinuities on the computational grid. Therefore at

any point of smoothness it is possible to select a stencil from the smooth part of

the function. Although the z-behaviour of weak solutions of (1.1) is generically of

this type, their time dependence allows for collision of discontinuities, as well as

their collision with a boundary, e.g. solid walls. For points in a region between two

discontinuities that are about to collide, no matter how small is h, there must come

a time when there are not enough points to select a stencil of (r ._- 1) points from

the region of smoothness. Consequently a component-wise extension of the scalar

reconstruction algorithm in [161 to vector functions may produce large spurious

oscillations during this brief encounter.

The elimination of such spurious oscilla_,ions has been a major consideration

in designing the extension of our scalar schemes to _ystems of conservation laws.

In Section S we show that this can be accomplished to a great extent by extend-

]ng the scalar reconstruction algorithms to systems vi: the use of locally defined

characteristic variables.
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In Section 6 we describe in detail the algorithm for the solution of the Euler

equations of gas dynamics. In Section 7 we present some numerical experiments.

Ia future papers we shall present the extension of these schemes to

two-dimensional problems and study the dependence of the computational efficiency

on the order of accuracy of the scheme.
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3. Reconstruction. In this section we present a brief description of the

reconstructicn R(x;w) to be used in (1.14a);we refer the reader to [16],[11],[17]

for mere detailsand analysis.For thispurpose we introduce//re(x; w), a piecewise

polynomial function of z that interpolatesw at the points {zj}, i.e.

(31_) H._(_;w)= wCxi),

(3.1b) Hm(x;w) =- qm,i+½(z;w) for x 3 <_ x <__z3.+1 ,

where qm.j+ _ is a polynomial in z of degree m.

We take q,_.y+_ to be the (unique) m-th degree polynomial that interpolates

w(z) at the (m + 1) successive points {xi}, i,,.,(j) <_ i < i,_(j) + m, that include

zj and zy+t, i.e.

(3.2a) qm.j+½(xi;w)=w(xi) fori_(j)<i<i,n(j)+m.

(3.2b) 1 - ,n < i.,(j) - : < 0.

Clearly there are exactly m such polynomials corresponding to the m different

choices of ira(j) subject to (3.2b). This freedom is used to assign to (_:j,zj+l) a

stencil of (m + 1) points (3.2) so that w(z) is "smoothest" in (z,.,ij _, z,..,l:l+,,_ ) in

some asymptotic sense.

The inform:_tion about smoothness of w(z) is extracted from a table of divided

differences of w. "['he latter can be defined recursively by

(3.3a) w[x,] = w(z,)
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It iswell known that ifw isCoo in (x#,xi+k] then

1 dk

(3.3c) w[zi, ...,xi+k] -- k! dx k w(_i.k), _', ":. _i.k < xs+k.

However if w has a jump discontinuity in the p-th derivative in this interval,

0 _< p < k, then

(3.3d) w[x,, ..., x;+k] = O(h-k+P[wCP)l);

here [wIP) l denotes the jump in the p-th derivative. (3.3c)-(3.3d) show that

Iw[xi, ..., xs+k]l provides an asymptotic measure of the smoothness of w in (zs, xi+k),

in the sense that if w is smooth in (xi,, xi,+k) but is discontinuous in (z,_, x,-:+k),

then for h sufficiently small Iw[zq,...,xi,+k]l < Iw[zs_,...,zs2+k]l. Hence the prob-

lem of choosing a stencil of points for which w is "smoothest" is basically the same

as that of finding an interval in which w has the "smallest divided differences." (see

[16],111]for more details).

In (Ill we propose the following recursive algorithm to evaluate ira(j). We

start by setting

(3.4a) il (3") -- J,

i.e. ql.l+_ is the first-degree polynomial interpolating u. at xj _nd zj+l. Let us

assume that we have already defined zk(j), i.e. qk.j+ _ is the k-th degree polynomial

interpolating w at

Zi_(3'l _ ..._ 2:i_{3)+k.

We consider now as candidates for qk+L.j+_ the two (k + 1)-th degree polynomials

obtaiDed by adding to the above stencil the veighboring point to the !eft or the

one to the right; this corresponds to setting ik+l(j) = ik(j) - 1 or ik+l()) = t_(j),

...... L.H_._ __ _,1 II1| I II .......... -' - ....... "
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respectively. We choose the one that gives a (k + 1)-th order divided difference that

is smaller in absolute value, i.e.

(3.4b)

ik(j)- 1_+_(J) = 6,(i) otherwise.

In [16] we analyse this interpolation technique for a piecewise smooth function

w and show that: (i) wherever w(z) is smooth

(3.5a)
d r d k

dz----gg,r,(z;w} - dz k w(z)+ O(h'n+l-k), 0 < k <_ m;

(ii) H,_,(z; w) is an essentially non-oscillatoryqnterpolation of w in the sense that

(3.5b) TV(Hm(.;w)) <_ TV(w) + O(h"'+').

We turn now to describe two different techniques to solve the reconstruction

problem (1.9} in terms of interpolation. (See appendix for an algorithmic descrip-

tion).

(1) Reconstruction via Primitive function: Given cell averages % of a piecewise

smooth function w

1 /x,÷_ w(v)dv, hj. = zj.+ _ - zj._ ,,
(3.6) t_j -- ha ' , z,_

we can immediately evaluate the point-values ot the primitive function W(z)

Z
(3.7a) W(z) = w(y)dy

Zf'_

by

(3.7b)

Since

j"

w(_j+;) = _ h,¢_.
i=io

d__W
_Cz) = dx (z)
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we apply interpolation to the point values (3.7b) of the primitive function W(x)

(3.7a) and then obtain an approximation to u(x) by defining

(3.s) RCx;, ) = dH,

We note that this procedure does not require uniformity of the mesh.

The primitive function W(x) is by one derivative smoother than w(z), therefore

it follows from (3.5a) that wherever W(x) is smooth

dk dk O(h,+_-k)
d x----fiH , ( z ; W ) = -d--_ W ( x ) +

thus we get from the definition (3.8) that

d t d t

(3.9) dx_ R(x; e) = -_xl w(x) + O(h'-t),

which implies (1.9a) for I = 0.

The conservation property of the reconstruction (1.gb) follows immediately

from the defiuition (3.8):

1 f",+} R(z;ff_)d:r, = _--_j[H,.(zj.+{;W)- H,.(xj._];W)]
(3.t0) h,-:,,,_,

1

= w(x,._;)l =

The non-oscillatory nature of the reconstruction (1.go) follows primarily frot_

the non-oscillatory nature of the interpolation (3.5b), see [16}.

We denote the reconstruction via primitive function (3.8) by RP.

(2) Reconstruction via deeonvo!ution: We assume that the mesh is uniform and

consider the given cell-averages t#j to be point values of e(z), the globally defined

sliding-average function (1.3) of w, i.e.
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where

1 fhl_ ,_(x + y)dy.
(3.11b) t_(z)-- _ #-h/2

Expanding w(x + y) in (3.11b) around y --O, we get

where

_(,)= _ T,,_,,l, ¢'_y= _khk_Ck)(')
k'O " k=O

0 k odd.(3.12b) ak = 2-k/(k + 1)! k even

Multiplying both sides of (3.12a) by htdl/dz t and then truncating the expansion in

the RHS at O(hr), we get

r-i--I

_=0

Writing the relations (3.13a) for ! - O, ...,r- 1 in a matrix form, we obtain

(3.13b)

C

,#(x}

I

hw' (x)

h_?,,'-(x)

h_--1 --(_-1 ) (x)

/' 1
0 _ 0 a4 " " at- 1

,,, • Q •

0

• •

/O ' "

_(x)

hw' (x)

h2-(x)

z-1 (:-1)
w (x

+ 0 (h r )

Let us denote the coefficient matrix in the RIIS of (3 13b) by C. This matrix

is upper triangular and diagnnally dominant. Multiplyin_ l,,th si,l,'s of (3.135) by

C t fr,:,m the left we get



(3.13c)

w{X)

li+'(x)

%

hr'_ (r-1)(x

21

(:,2<, \
hw' (x)

hr-1 --(r-l)w (x)

÷ O(h r)

Given @j we interpolate tD(z) by Hm(z;_) with m > r- 1.

smoother than w(z) it follows from (3.5a) that

dk dk O(h,n+l-k)d_ku._C_;,_)= d--V_(_)+

Since re(z)is

wherever w(z) is smooth. We note that although Hm is only continuous at za , the

one-sided derivatives at z_ ± 0 do s_tisfy the above relations, i.e.

d k d k

(3.14) dxgg,n(zj ± 0;@) = _xke(xj) + O(hm+l-k).

Next we define

J[)O,j _ IZ/j

d I d 1

bt,j= h' M(_zt//,,,(z ,. -0; t_), _zlII,,_(zj

for 1 <l<r-1,

+0;w))

where M(x, y) is the ruin mo,] fuaction

s min[l=l, lyl)(3.16) M(z,y) :: 0 otherwise

Clearly

if sgn(z) =: sg,,_(y)=: s

(,_.iTa) 9,..j : h'_'t_(_b) + O(h_);
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using 1)i = (Do,y, ..., Dr-t,y) a" to approximate the vector, on the RHS of (3.13c)

we get that

(3.17b) D i = C-l�)1

satisfies

(3.17¢) Dy = (w(zs),hw'Czi),...,hr-lw(r-l)(zj)) r + O(hr).

Finally we defire

(3.18)

r-1

k
k=O

for Ix - xjl < h/2.

We note that since C is upper triangular D!,y in (3.17b) can be computed by

back-substitution, i.e. we set

(3.19a) Dr-l.y :/)r-l,j

and then compute for k = r - 2,...,0

(3.19b)

r--I

Dk,3 = Dk.3- _ _l DI,j.
/:k+l

It follows immediately from the definition (3.18) and the relations (3.17a) that

wherever w(z) is smooth

(3.20)
d I d l

y_,R(z;+) : _w(x)+O(h'-');

this for 1 = 0 implies (1.9a). The conservation property of the reconstruction (1.9b)

follows from

R(z-*- y; @)dy = Dk, j l
(3.21)_ J-_,/u k=o k=l-k! hk+Fa_hl2Ykdy = Do.j+ ok Dk.:

= Do.j= _j.
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The last two equalities in (3.21) follow from (3.19b) with k -- 0 and (3.15a).

The non-oscillatory nature of the reconstruction (1.9c) follows primarily from

the non-oscillatory nature of the interpolation Hm(x; t_); see [16] for more details.

We note that t_(_) is the convolution of w(x) with @a(z), the characteristic

function of a cell, i.e.

(3.22a)  Cx) =

1/h for Ixl < hi2.(3.22b) Ch(x) = 0 for Ix] > hi2

Hence (3.13c) is actually a deconvolution to O(hr). Therefore we refer to (3.18) as

reconstruction via deconvolution and denote it by RD.

REMARK (3.1): We note that for RP with m = r and RD with m = r- 1 the

coefficient e(z) of h _ in the reconstruction error (1.ga) is discontinuous at points

where there is a change of orientation in the stencil of the associated interpolation;

this may happen at critical points of the function and its derivatives. Hence the

resulting schemes (1.14) are ":-th order accurate" (see Remark (1.4)). On the other

hand RD with m = r yield e(:c) which is globally Lipschitz _'ontinuous. thus resulting

in schemes that are r-th order accurate in a pointwise sense. This follows from the

fact that (3.17a) is upgraded to

 3.23) De = ht l )(z) + O(h

which has the effect of pushing the non-smoothness due to change of stencil orien-

tation in the associated interpolation to the O(h _+l) level.



REMARK (3.2) : Wenote that both RD with r = 2, m = 1 and RP with r = 2 are

piecewise linear reconstructions of the form (1.12). The slope sj for RD is identical

to that of the "2rid-order accurate" TVD scheme in [5]. The slope for RP is the

same as that of RD except at local extrema; where sj = 0 for RD while for RP

(3.24) sj-- w[z:_,,x:.] otherwise.

Although RP does not "chop" local extrema as RD, the lack of smoothness in

(3.24) results in the same loss of accuracy at local extrema.

We rlote that RD with m - r = 2 is essentially the _ame reconstruction that

gives the non-oscillatory second order accurate scheme of [15].
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4. Scalar conservation laws. The abstract form of our scheme calls in

(1.14b) for the evaluation of the exact solution in the small of the IVP (1.1) with

the initial data R(z; vn). This step is followed by the cell-averaging operation in

(1.14c) which results in the conservation form (1.16). Thus we are spared the task

of having to compute _. global solution. All we need tG do is evaluate

/o"1 t.-,-(4.1) = ; ,

To simplify our notation let us denote v_(z, t,_ + t) by v(_',,t). Thus v(z,t) is

the _olution of

(4.2a) vt + f(v)x = 0

with the piecewise-polynomial initial data

r--I

(4.2b) v(z:O) = R(z; v n) = E bi't(z - zi) 'l! for x_.__ < z < z_+]
1=0

in the time strip -oo < z < co, 0 < t < r, r small.

The solution v(z, t), for sufficiently small 1", is composed of sections of smooth-

ness seperated by ``fans" that emerge from the discontinuities at {z,÷ _ }. We use

here the term ``fan" loosely, allowing a "fan" with zero spread which is just a curve.

In the 'linear case discontinuities propagate along characteristic curves; in this case

all the "fans" are just curves. In the nonlinear case the "fans" with zero spread are

shock curves, while "fans" with positive spread are rarefaction fans - or possibly a

succession of rarefaction fans seperated by contact shocks in the case of non-convex

flux. We denote by vj (z, t} the section of smoothness of v(z, t) that is connected to

the polynomial data in (zj_ _, zj+ _).

A global description of v(z, t) can be quite complicated. Fortunately all we need

is v(zj+ _, t) for small t, which can be easily described in terms of v3(z , t), vi. _(z, t)

and the "fan" eminating from z = zj+ _ at t = 0 as follow*' If for t > 0 the ``fan _



stays to the right of z = xi+ ½ then v(zj+½,t) = vi(xi+½,t); ifthis "fan" stays to

the leftof z--xj+½ then v(xj+½.t) -Vi+l(Zj+½,t); ifthe "fan" covers z -- z:+_,

then v(xi+½,t ) =constant- V(O;vi(z_+½,0),vi+½(xi+½,0)). Here V(x/t;uL,uS)

denotes the self-similarsolution of the Riemann problem

(4.3) _t + f(_)z = 0, _(_,0) = {
uL < 0

tt R _ > O,

with constant UL and uR. We note that the "fan" covers _: = xj+½ only when it contains

a sonic centered rarefaction wave (i.e. one that includes a point for which f' = 0); this

wave retains its self-similar form as long as it does not interact with shocks. Therefore if

we choose r sufficiently small so that no shock crosses x = xj+½ for 0 < t _< r, we can

expressf(v(_÷½,t)) by

(4.4)

I f(vi(x i+½ t)) "fan" stays to the right of x = x.

' 3+w

f(_(xj+_,t)) = fR(vi(xy+½,o),,,#+_(xj+½,o)) "fan_ covers_= _j+½.

fCv!+lCzJ+½,t)) "fan" stays to the left of x = xj+_

Here fR denotes the flux at z =- 0 of the solution to the Riemann problem (4.3),

(4.5) fR(u_,_:) = f(v(0;_,_:));

using the fo'.ra'aia in [23] it can be expressed by

(4.6_)
rain <_,<__f(_)

max ,->->-2 f(u)

if '.:t <_ u2

if ttt > u2.

When f(u) is a convex f, mction of u, i.e. f"(u) > O, f(u) may have only a single

local extremum which is a minimum; let us denote its location by us. Using this

fact in (4.6a) we can express f_t (ut, u2) in the convex case by



(4.6b)

Here

fR(ul _ U2) --

f(ul)

f(_,)

f(u_)

f(,,_)

f(u_)
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ifuo <ul <_u2

iful_<u, <u_

iful _<u2 <us

if ul > u2 and _(ul,u2) > 0

if ul > u2 and _(ul,u2) _< 0.

(4.7) a(_,_,_,_)= [f(_,_)-f(.,)]/(._-,,,)

is the speed of the shock with uL = ul and uR = u2 in (4.3). We remark that

(4.4) is deliberately formulated in terms of f(v(zi,_],t)) rather than v(zi+_,t ) in

order to remove ambiguity in the definition when v is discontinuous at zi+ 3" The

cont;nuity of f(v) in this case follows from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation for a

stationary shock.

We turn now to derive a simple but adequate approximation to the numerical

flux (4.1), which is

fo r
1 f(v(zi+½,t))dt(4.8) L+,_ = ;

with the integrand g:,ven by (4.4). Note that the iategrand is a smooth function of

ture

The first step is to discretize the integral in (4.8) by using a numerical quadra-

r K

(4.9) -rlf0 _(t)dt --_ E Qfk _(_k f) + O('rr);
k=0

thus
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The second step is to approximate vj(z,t) in (4.4) by its Taylor expansion

which is obtained by the following local Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure. We start

by expressing cglv(z,O)/Oz t at x i by

Otv(xi, O) [bi,t forO<l<r-1
(4.11a)

Oz t - _ 0 f or l > r.

Next we use (4.11a) to evaluate

(4.11b) Oz_Ott_k(zj, O) for all I and 0 < k < I

by taking derivatives of the partial differential equation (l.la) in the following

ordered way

(4.11c)

Vt

Uzt

t_t t

_zxt

t/_tt

Uttt

etc.

_. _ f110=

= -[/"(_:)_ + .e'v_:l
-[f"vtv= + f%=t]

= -[fn'(vx) 3 + 3f"v=vzz + f'vzxz]

- -[f'"(vx)2vt + f"(2v:tvzt+ vtvzz) 4-f'vz:tt]

= -[f'"(_:t)2v_+ f"(2vtvzt + v_vtt)+ :'"..I

and then compute (4.11b) by successively evaluating the RHS of (4.11c); note that

this procedure always uses known values which are either initially given by (4.11a)

or previously computed in the algorithm (4.11c). We observe taat

(4.12a) I Otv(zj,o ),3;(z, _) = _ 9zkcgtl_ k
I:o k:O

(z- z_) k t l-k

kr (t-k)r

satisfies

(4.12b) _s(x,O)--vj(x,O)=v(z.O) forza__ <z< xa+_,

and that

(4.12c) _:,(z,t) = v,(z, t) ,- O( h_),
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wherever vi(z , t) is well defined.

The last step in our derivation of the numerical flux is to approximate

f(v(xj+_,t)) in (4.4) by

(4.13) fCvCz:.+_,t)) _ fRCgj(zj+_,t), vi+tCxj+_,t)),

where fn is (4.5) - (4.6). The resulting numerical scheme is

(4.14a) ,:'+' -5-;/3" -- US' ½

(4.146)

K

k=O

In the following we show that the numerical flux f3+} in (4.14b) is an adequate

approximation to the "abstract numerical flux" (4.1).

We start by proving that the scheme (4.14) is r-th order accurate in the sense

of (1.8). To do so we take in (4.14) v_ = fi(xj,t,) where u(z,t) is a smooth (either

globally or locally) solution of (1.1) and show that

(4.15) [lrL+t- = ;1,0 + + O(h').

When we apply the reconstruction R to £" we get from (3.9) and (3.20) that

d k O k

(4.16a) dx kR(z;fin) _ Oz ku(z't") +O(h r-k) for0 <_ k < r- 1.

Conseouently it follows from the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure (4.11) - (4.12) and

r = O(h) that

(4.1Ob) _,(zj._,t)=u(z_+_,t,+t)+O(h _) for_=i,l+l

fR(ul,u_) is Lipschitz-continuous with respect to ul and u_, and it is consistent

with f(u) in the sense that fR (u, u) = f(u); therefore

(4.16c) fR(u,,u,_) = f(u) + O(lu - u,l 4-;u- u_l).
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Applying (4.16c) to (4.16b) we get that

(4.16d) fRC_jCxj+_,t), _,.+t(z_+,x, t))- fCu(x,+_,tn -v-t)) +OChr).

Finally using the assumed smoothness of u(z,t) and the order of accur_y of the

numerical quadrature (4.9) we obtain (4.15).

Next we consider the constant coefficient case

(4.17a) vt + av_ = 0, a -- constant.

Here the "fan" in (4.4) is the characteristic line

(4.17b) z,+ _(e) = zi+ _ + at

and

(4.17c) vi(z,t)=v(x-at, O)--R(x-at;v'*)forxj-i2(_)<$< z,+i2(t) •

Since vi(z,t ) in (4.17c) is a polynomial of degree r - I in (z - at) we get that

Otv

(4.17d) 0xk0tl_k -- 0 for 1 > r;

this implies in (4.11) - (4.12) that

(4.18a) _,(_, _) = ,_(_,e).

Hence

(4.18b) fC_C_,+;,t), _,+LCz,+;,t)) ---/CvC_+;,t)).

Since the numerical quadrature (4.9) is exact for polynomials of degree r- 1 we get

*,hat the numerical flux ]j._.] (4.14b) is identical to (4.8). It follow._ then that the
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numerical scheme(4.14) in the constant coefficient caseis the "abstract scheme"

(1.14), (1.16), i.e.

..+l - a,;(4.18c) ,_j

We observe that since the "fans" in the solution v(z, t) in the constant coeffi-

cient case have zero spread, the evaluation of f(v(zi+{, t)) in (4.4) involves only the

smooth parts of the solution v;(z,t). The "fans" in the numerical approximation

mark the domain of validity of the Taylor expansions _j(z, t). Therefore the only

role of the Riemann solver in the formulation of the numerical flux (4.14b)

_j(z,+_,t)) if a > 0(4.19) fR(fJJ(ZJ+_'t)'O:+l(XJ+½'t)) = f(_j+l(Zj+_,t)) if a < 0

is to serve _ a pointer, i.e. to identify whether x = zj+ _ falls into the domain of

validity of Oj or into that of v_+l. Since _i(zj+_,t) = v(zj+_ --at,0), the use of

the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure is equivalent to that of a characteristic method

that traces the characteristic curve through (zj+9,t) to the initial data.

Next we consider the scalar IVP (1.1) with convex f(u) and smooth initial data

no(z) and we show that the above interpretation of the numerical _pproximations

applies to this nonlinear case az well. The numerical solution v_ _ _(zj, t,_) typi-

c.ally forms a monotone transition of 1 - 2 points across shocks and stays close to

ti(zj,t,z) in the smooth parts of the solution. (see the numerical experiments with

ut _- uu¢ -- 0 and u(x,0) -- sinlrz in section 7). Let us now exatnine the discon-

tinuities of R(z; t'") at (_._) and the nature of the "fans" eminating from these

points. Relation (4.16b) with t =-=0 shows that the jump at xj+_ in the smooth part

of the solution is of the order of the local error, say O(h p) with 0 < p < r. Hence

the _fan" emerging from zj. _ in a region of smoothness is either a shock curve or

a rarefaction fan with O(h p) spread. On the other hand in the vicinity of shocks of

u(z,t,) the size of this jump is 0(l); however the _fan" is necessarily abshock curve.
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We see therefore that the global picture is very similar to that of the constant co-

efficient case, i.e. the "faus" separating (vi(x , _)} are either shock curves with zero

spread or rarefaction fans with O(hr) spread (these can be _hought of as "blurred"

characteristic curves); these "fans" are the boundaries of the domains of validity of

the Taylor expansions _i(x,t). We note that the value given by 9_(xj+i,t) differs

by Okr') from that obtained by solving the nonlinear characteristc relation for v

(4.20)

Hence the use of the local Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure is again computationally

equivalen_ to tracing the characteristic curve through (zj+ ], t) to the initial data.

Since the evaluation of f(v(zj+ ½, t)) in (4.4) essentially involves only t_j(zj+ ½, t)

and _i+l(xi+_,t), the role of the Riemann solver in the numerical flux (4.14b)

is again that of a pointer, i.e. to identify to which domain of validity a: = z_.+

belongs to. This suggests that fR in (4.14b) can be adequately replaced by the

simpler expression fROE which corresponds to Roe's approximate solution of the

R]emann problem (see [25], [14]):

/ROE( u _= + -

_ {f(u,) if_(ul,u2) >0(4.21) - f(u2) ifrz(ul,u2) <0,

where a(ul,u2) is defined by (4.7). Observe that fRoE in (4.21) satisfies (4.16c)

and therefore the modified scheme remains r-th order accurate.

The heuristic analysis presented above is applicable only when all the discon-

tinuities in the solution to the IVP (1.1) are shocks; di._continuities that are not

shocks may be present in the solution either by being introduced through the ini-

tial data uo(z) or as a result of a shock-soock interaction in the non-convex case.

Clearly fROE in its form (4.21a) should not be used when the solution contains



a sonic rarefaction wave since it admits any discontinuity with _(UL, uR) -- 0 _.s

a stationary solution. This problem is well known and there are many ways to

overcome it (see [13], [26], [9] and Section 7).

In Section 7 we present numerical experiments testing the performance of the

scheme (4.14) in the solution of the Riemann IVP (4.3) where/(u) is non-convex

and a(uL,uR) = O. In all these experiments, as well as in others not reported here,

we have found the scheme to develop the correct structure of the solution.
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5. Systems of conservation laws. In this section we extend the reconstruc-

tion algorithm of Section 3 and the solution-in-the-small procedure of Section 4 to

the case of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws.

As always we are interested only in "computable" solutions and therefore as-

sume that the initialdata So(X) in (1.1b) are such that u(x, t),which is a vector

function of m components u = (ul,...,urn)_',is a piecewise smooth function of z

-_ = a(xj t,_)itseemswith a finitenumber of discontinuities.Given cell-averagesuj , ,

natural from the point of view of approximation theory to reconstruct u(x,t,_)by

applying the scalarreconstruction R to each of the scalarcomponent _, i.e.

(5.1) rt( ; = (R(x;a?),...,

here lqt denotes vector-reconstruction. However, componentwise reconstruction

seems natural only if we disregard the time-dependence of u(z,t) which allows

discontinuities in the solution to collide with each other.

We recall that the scalar reconstruction is non oscillatory only if discontinuities

are seperated by at least r+ 1 points of smoothness, where r is the order of accuracy.

Consequcntly the component-by-component reconstruction (5.1) may cease to be

non-oscillatory around the discrete set of points (xc, to) where discontinuities of

u(x, t) interact. In the following we describe an algorithm to reconstruct u(z, t,_)

from fi'_ which avoids this difficulty by decomposing fi'_ into m locally defined scalar

characteristic variables.

We start by examining the constant coefficient case f(u) = Au, where A is a

constant m × m matrix

(5.2a) ut + Auz = 0

(s.2b) 0) =
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We note that the eigenwlues {a_} as well as the eigenvectors {re}, {le} are

also constant. We assume that

(5.aa) at < m2 <... < am

(5.3b) l, ry = 60..

We define the k-th characteristic variable w _ by

(5.4a) w k - lku.

It follows then from (5.3b) that

(5.4b) u - Z wkrk"

Multiplying (5.2) from the left by 1_. we see that wk(x, t) satisfies the following

scalar IVP

(s.5a) (,,,k)t+ akCwk)_= o

(S.5b) w_(.,0) - l_.o(.) - _o_(=),

the solution to which is

(5.5c)

Using (5.4b) and (5.5c) we can express the solution u(z, t) of the constant coefficient

IVP (5.2)by

Let us now consider the following initial data in (5.2b)

(5.6a)
UL :r, < :r,L

u,,(_)= u_ z_ <_z <_,R.
U R T,R ," 27
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!

First let us consider the case zL = ZR = 0 which is the Riemann IVP (4.3). The

solution u(z, t) is a self-similar solution V(x/t; uL, UR) of the following form

uL z/t < ai
(s.6b) u(x,t) = V(xlt;_L,_'R) = _ Uk a_ < _/t < a_+_, 1 < k < m- i,

( UR am < x/t

where

k

i=l

In the case zR > zL in ($.6a) the solution u(z, t), for t small, is

(5.6d) u(x,t) =

V(_-:_.t ,UL,UM) for_<zL+a,_t

uM for zL + a_,t < z <_ ZR + alt.

V(_-_;uM, UR) forzn+alt <x

As t increases, the discontinuity in the k-th characteristic field originating at z =

zL will eventually collide with any discontinuity in the /-th field, l = 1, ..., k- 1

originating at x = zn.

The exanlple (5.6) demon.trates the difficulty encountered in using the com-

ponentwise reconstruction (5.1). We may get oscillations for small t in both (5.6b)

and (5.6d) since the discontinuities are too close due to the self-similar nature of

the solution to the Riemann problem. Later on we may get more oscillations in

(5.6d) as discontinuities collide.

We observe that there are no such problems with wk(z,t) = wok(z - akt),

Therefore it makes sense to use the scalar reconstruction R(x; _k) to define

m

(,_.7a) R(_;a) = _ R(_;¢k)_k
k=l

where

(5.7b) t9k = l_:fi.
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We generalize (5.7) to ghe nonlinear system case by using locally defined char-

acterictic variables. To reconstruct u from g in (zj__, xy+_) we define

(5.8a) = RCx;ekC i))'kC J)
k=l

for xj__ < x < xj+3,

where the mesh function t_k(a3 ) = {_,k(fij)} is defined by

(5.8b) _y(_j) = lk(a3.)a, for j - p <_ i.< j ÷ p;

here p is the desired order of reconstruction.

In Section 7 we present calculations for the Euler equations of gas dynamics

with the initial data (5.6a). The results of these calculations (as well as those of

shocks reflecting from a wall) demonstrate that the reconstruction (5.8) works well

also in the nonlinear case.

We turn now to describe our scheme iu the case of hyperbolic systems of con-

servation laws. This scheme is identical in form to (4.14):

(5.9a) vj = v:,

K

k=O

The derivation of (5.9), although different in some details, is basically the same as

the one presented in Section 4 for the scalar case. Rather than repeating ourselves

we shall use the formulae of Section 4 (which are to be interpreted here in a vector

sense), and point out the differences whenever they do exist.

The problem to be solved in the "solution-in-the-small" step of the algorithm

(l.14b) is as before (4.2). The general structure of the solution v(r,t) is similar

to that of the scalar case, i.e. it is compcsed of sections of smoothness seperated

by "fans" eminating from the discontinuities at {zj+_}. As in the scalar case

we can use a local Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure '.o approximate %(r, t), the sec-

tion of smoothness of v(z,t) that is connected to the polynomial initial data in
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(zj__, zi+ _), by Oj(z, t) in (4.12) to any desired order of accuracy. Since f(u) is

now a vector, f:(u) is a matrix, ""'I t u] is a tensor and so on; consequently (4.11c)

has to be replaced by a much more complicated expression. Rather than doing

this we shall present in Section 6 an algorithm to carry out the Cauchy-Kowalewski

procedure is the specific case of the Euler equations for gas dynamics.

Next we consider the "fan" that eminates from the discontinuity at zj+_. As

in the scalar case this "fan" starts at t = 0 as a self-similar solution to the Riemann

problem (4.3), which in the system case is a packet of rn fans corresponding to the

different characteristic fields. A major difference from the scalar case is that (except

when the initial data in (4.2b) are piecewise constant) the "fan" emerging from xj+

at t = 0 immediately loses its self-sim!lar nature. Therefore it is no longer possible

to express v(zj+ _, t) in a simple closeJ form as we did in (4.4). However v(zj+ _, t)

can be expressed to any desired order of accuracy via a local Taylor expansion of

the various curves in the "fan" and the states in between (We refer the interested

reader to [1] where Ben-Artzi and Falcowitz describe such an expansion for the Euler

equations of gas dynamics). Thus as in the scalar case, although at a considerably

more effort, it is possible to obtain an explicit expression that approximates the

"abstract numerical flux" (4.8) to any desired order of accuracy.

We turn now to show that the numerical scheme (5.9) is an adequate :_pproxi-

mation to the "abstract scheme" (1.16). First we observe that relations (4.:6) hold

also for the system case; therefore (4.15) follows in exactly the same way as in the

scalar case and consequently the scheme (5.9) is likewise r-th order accurate.

Next we consider the scheme in the constant coefficient case (5.2). Since both

the PDE (l.la) and the scheme (5.9) decouple into m scalar relations for the char-

acteristic variables w k in (5.4a), we can apply the analysis of the ¢,calar constant co-

efficient case to systems in a characteristic-wise fashion. It follows then from (4.17)

- (4.18) that the numerical flux (5.9b) is exact and that the numerical scheme (5.9)
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is identical to the "abstract scheme" (1.16). Let us examine now the structure of

the solution v(_, t) ' The "fan" eminating from zj+ _ ha_ the same form as (5.6b)

except that uL, u k and un are now functions of x and t. The section of smoothness

zj_ _ + amt < 2: < xj, _ + al t is also the domain of validity of the Taylor expansion

_j(x, t). We note however that Ik _j.(z,t), which is the Taylor expansion of w_(x, t),

is valid in the larger domain zj__ _ akt < x ,_ xj+½ + akt. Next let us examine

the role of f_ in formu]ating the numerical flux (5.9b):

(S.10a)

where

(s.10b)

h

k

(ak) + = rnax(0, ak), (ak)- = min(0, ak).

We see from (5.10) that as in the scalar case the role of fn is that of a pointer,

i.e. to identify for each characteristic variable w k = lkv to which domain of validity

of {lk _1} does z = xj+½ belong to. Since lk _t(zj+½,t) = lkv(z)+½ - akt,O), the

use cf the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure in this fashion is again computationally

equivalent to that of a characteristic method.

In the following we argue that except for the discrete set {(x_, t_)} of interac-

tions, the above interpretation can be applied to the nonlinear case as well. Unlike

the ,_calar case we do not consider in this paper the "non-conv,x ease" for systems

and assume that each characteristic field is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly de-

generate (see [19]). When we consider the IVP (4.2) in the context of the numerical

scheme where v(z,O) = R(x;v'*) we see that the _fans" in the solution v(z, t) are

related to the global structure of u(z, t,,) in the following way (see figure 14 and fig-

ure 16): When u(z.t,_) is smooth, the "fan" has the basic structure of the constant

coefficient case linearized around u(z_+ _, t,_), except that the k-waves may have a
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spread of O(hP). When xj+_ is in the vicinity of a shock of u(x,U.), the "fan" is

essentially • shock wave with small pe_urbations in the other fields. We see that

typically (excluding interactions) the "fan" eminating from xj+_ in the solution

v(x, t) is degenerate in the sense that except possibly for a single large shock (or a

contact-discovtinuity) all the waves in it are weak. This heuristic analysis suggests

that f(v(zi+ _, t)) can be adequately approximated by a local Roe's linearization;

this linearization is exact for a single shock or a contact-discontinuity and amounts

to a characteristic approximation for weak waves.

As in the scalar case, fROF, is obtained by a local linearization with respect to

a particular average ¢_= ¢_(uL, UR) for which

(5.11a) f(UR)- f(uL) -- A(C_)(uR -- UL).

fROE is defined as the flux at z = 0 of the solution to the constant coefficient

Riemann IVP:

which can be expressed as

where

_,t + A(_)_x = 0

J"uL z < 0
tL(Z_ O) / UR x > O,

fROE t I
,UL,UR) = _[f(UL) + f(UR)- Z 6k(UL'UR)lak(a)irk(a')]

k=l

(S.11c) _k(_L,_R) = l_(_)(_R- uL);

here at¢(ti), lk(ti) and rk(d) are evaluated with respect to the Jacobian matrix A(5).

The derivation of Roe's Riemann solver is well documented in the literature (see

[25], [8], [9], [14]). In Section 6 we describe fROE for the Euler equations of gas

dynamics
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Finally let us examine the performance of the scheme (5.9) during an inter-

action of discontinuities in the solution u(z, t) of the IVP (1.1). We observe that

it takes some time until the outcoming waves can be properly described on the

computational grid. Till then R(x; vr'), which is based on polynomial interpolation,

can only be a crude approximation to u(x, t_). Under these circumstances we ex-

pect the "fans" in the solution v(z,t) (4.12) that originate from discontinuities in

the interaction zone of u(z,t,,), to be adequately approximated by the self-similar

solut:,on to the local Riemann problem. We note that once the outcoming waves

are properly resolved on the computational grid, the previous analysis applies.

In Section 7 we present numerical experiments where the scheme (5.9) with

fR replaced by fRoE (5.11) is applied to an interaction problem for the Euler

equations of polytropic gas. In all these experiments the scheme (5.9) has developed

the correct structure of the solution.

We remark that the scheme (5.9) with fROE in its form (5.11b) admits a

stationary "expansion shock" as its steady solution. This can be easily rectified

by adding entropy viscosity terms for the genuinely nonlinear characteristic fields.

(See [13], [141, [91).
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6. Euler equations of gas dynamics. In this section we describe how to

apply the scheme (S.1) to the Euler equations of gas dynamics for a polytropic gas:

(6.1_) _ + f(u)_- 0

(6.1b) u = (p, re, E) T

(6.1c) f(u) = qu + (O,P, qP) T

(6._d) 1 2

P = ('T- I)(E- _pq ).

Here p, q, P and E are the density, velocity, pressure and total energy, respectively;

m = pq is the momentum and "t is the ratio of specific heats.

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A(u) = Of/Ou are

(6.2a)

where c = ('TP/P) _ is the sound speed.

The corresponding right-eigenvectors axe

(,) (1)q (1)(6.2b) r,(_) = q-c ,,'_(u)= q ,_3(u) = q+c ;
H -qc _ H+qc

here

(6.2c) H = (E _- P)/p = c_/("t -- 1) + _q"

is the enthalpy.

To compute ilk(u)} which is bi-orthonormal to {rk(u)} in (6.2b), we first form

the matrix T(u), the columns of which are the right-eigenvecto/_ in (6.2b)

T(u) : (rt(u),r_(u),r_(u))
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and then define lk(u) to be the k-th row in T -1 (u), the inverse of T(u). We get

{ l,(_) = ](b_ + q/c,-b,q - 1/c,b,)
(6.2d) t2(_)- (1 - b2,b,q,-b,)

13(u) -- _(b2 -q/c,-b,q + 1/c,b,)

where

(6.2e) b_= (_- I)/¢2

(6.2f) b2 = lq2bl.
g

Given {v_}, approximation to {ft(zi,tn)} , we use (6.2d) - (6.2f) to evaluate

the locally defined characteristic variables (5.8b)

(6.3a) ff_(v_) = lk(v_)v _, for i= j - r,...,j + r and k = 1,2,3.

Next we apply our scalar reconstruction algorithm to each of the locally defined

characteristic variables in (6.3a). The scalar reconstruction R(x; ffl) is described in

an algorithmic form in an appendix; the output of this algorithm is in the form of

the finite Taylor series in (4.2b). Thus we get for each characteristic variable in

(z__,, xj+_)

(6.3b)

r-!

l=O

Rearranging terms we can express the vector reconstruction (5.8a) by

(6.3c)

where

r-I

l=O

(6.3d)

3

F
k=l

Note that wherever the solution is smooth

0 I

(6.3e) b'r' = _-_zl(p, rn, E)rt,=z,+O(h'-t) forO<l<r- 1.
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We turn now to describe the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure (4.4) - (4.5) for

the Euler equations of gasdynamics. We start by using the reconstruction output

for0<l<r-1

for I > r.

We find it convenient to express Blv(xi, O)/OzkBt l-k in terms, of derivatives of

the 4-vector Z = (p, m, P, q)r. For this purpose we use (6.4a) and the relations

m-pq

1

P- (7- 1)(E- -_qm)

to find the z-derivatives of q and P, by

(6.4b)

rnxz = Pqxz q- 2pxqx + qPzx =_ qzz = (rnx_ - qPzz - 2qxpx)/p(6.4c) / p== = (_/_ , 11j[Ezz - _(mqxx + 2qzrnz + qmzz)]

and so on. Having evaluated OIZ(zj,O)/Oz t for 0 < I < r- 1, we proceed to obtain

the rest of the derivatives OIZ(zj,O)/OzkOt l-_, 0 <_ I < r- 1, 0 <_ k <_ I by

differentiating the PDE's

(6Sa)

(6.5b)

(0so)

and the algebraic relation

(6.5d)

Pt + rnz = 0

m, + (qm)x + Pz = 0

Pt + qP_ + "TPuz = 0

m=qp

in the following ordered way:
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Compute Zt(zy, O) from

Pt + m_ = 0

(6.6z) mt+ qzm + qm_ + Pz = 0
Pt + qP_ + 7Pq= = 0 ;

Pqt + Ptq = mt

compute Zzt (zy, O) from

Pzt -I- mz= = 0

(6.6b) mxt + 2qxrnz + qrnzz + mqz= + Pzz = 0 .
P_, + qP==+ _Vq_=+ (l + "r)q=P_= o '

Pq=t + P_qt + Ptqx + qPzt -- rn2t

compute Zu (zj, O) from

Ptt + rnzt = 0m. + qm:. + mq=t + Pzt + (q=rnt + qtrn=) = 0
(6.6c)

" tt "r-ttt zt -r- "Iz-Vzt -* ktltrz -i- 7Ptqz) : 0
Pqtt + 2Ptqt + qPtt = rrltt

compute Zz=t(zj,O) from

(6.6d)
{ P_zt + mzz= = 0

mz=t + qm=z= + mqz== + Pzzz + 3qzrn=z + 3q=zrn= = 0

P.t,t + qP*** + 7Pq**= + (2 + "_)q,e.. 4- (1 + 27)q**P. = 0 '

Pqz=t + 2(p.q.t 4- Pztq.) + qPzzt 4- Pzzqt + Ptqzz = rrlzzt

compute g=. (zi, O) from

(6.6e)

Pztt "t- rnzzt -- 0

m2. + qmzz_ 4- raqzxt + Pz.2t + 2(qzmzt + m=qzt)

+(mtqz_ + qtrn:t=) = 0

P.., + qP,=, + "leq,,t + ('1 + 1){q,tP._ + q=P,,] + qtP,, + "le, q==

Pqztt + qPJttt + P.qtt + qzPtt 4- 2(pztqt + Ptqzt = rnztt

= 0
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compute Zttt (zi, O) from

(6.60

Pttt+ rrlxtt -- 0

rrlttt + qmztt + rnqztt + extt -4-2(qtrrlxt + mtqzt )

4-(qzrntt + mzqtt) = 0

Pttt 4- qPxtt 4- 7Pqztt + 7qxPtt + 2(qtezt + 7Ptqxt) 4- qttPx = 0

pqttt 4- qpttt 4- 3(ptqtt 4- qtptt ) =rnttt

and so on.

We note that one can differentiate the algebraic relation (6.1d) in order to

obtain cgtE(zj ., O)/cgzkcgt t-k in terms of the already evaluated derivatives of P, q and

m, and use the derivatives of the conserved quantities p, m, E to compute _i(z, t)

in (4.5). However, it is more convenient to evaluate the flux f(u) and fR(ut, u2) in

terms of p,q and P; since _i(z,t) is smooth and the scheme (5.1) is in conservation

form we do not really have to worry about relation (4.12b). For this reason we use

the first, third and fourth components of ,Zi(z, t)

k!

to define/3i(z,t ), /3j(z, t) and _i(:c,t), respectively.

Once we have coniputed (6.7) we can compute the numerical flux fj+}

(S.lb).

An exact fR(ut, u_), i.e.

in

where V(z/t;ul,u_} is the exact solution of the Riemann problem for the Euler

equations of gas dynamics can be computed through an iterative algorithm. This

algorithm is rather complicated, and we refer the reader to [51, [31 and 128] for its
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To compute fR =_ fRoE in (S.llb) and (S.9b) all we need is to describe the

particular average _(u,,u2)for the Euler equations of gas dynamics (see [25], [9]).

To do so we denote the arithmetic mean of b(u) with respect to ul and u2 by

(6.9a) (b)= + b(=:)l

and define

here H is the enthalpy (6.2c). Having prescribed _, /-/ and d, we have all the

quantities needed to define the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in (6.2).

REMARK (6.1) : The importance of using the particular average (6.9) rather than

a simpler one is that when (ui, u2) corresponds to a single shock or a single contact

discontinuity in the solution of the Riemann problem V(z/t; ul_ u2), then fROE is

exact, i.e.

(6.10) fROF'(ul,U2) = fR(v(O; Ul, U2)).
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7. Numerical experiments. In this section we present results of several

computer experiments with the schemes (4.14), (5.9). These schemes will be referred

to ms r-th order ENO schemes (or =r-th order" when applicable - see Remark (1.2));

ENO stands for Essentially Non-Oscillatory.

The ENO schemes are highly nonlinear and consequently do not easily lend

themselves to rigorous analysis. At present we have completed the analysis of the

non-oscillatory interpolation Hm (3.1) - (3.5) and have acquired a fairly good under-

standing of the reconstruction R(x; w); these reconstruction results can be extended

to a single application of the "abstract schen en (I.10) to piecewise smooth data.

Unfortunately we have not been able as yet _,o analyse rigorously the crucial question

Tr-,_,,,. these circumstances, computer experiments haveof accumulation of error. ,_,,_,

become our main tool of analysis. We have performed a large number of numerical

experiments with initial data ranging from random noise to smooth functions. We

have studied two notions of "stability": (i} Boundedness of a refinement sequence

h ---. 0, r = O(h) for 0 < t < T. (ii) Boundedness of the numerical solution

as n _ oo with fixed h and r. In all our experiments 4 we have found the ENO

schemes to be stable under a CFL restriction of 1 and strongly so, in the sense that

they strongly damp high frequency noise - this is probably due to the cell-averaging

step (1.14c).

In [15], the first paper in this series, we have presented numerical results which

compare the second order ENO scheme based on RD with r = 2 to a "second order

accurate" MUSCL-type scheme, which is computationally equivalent to the %econd

order" ENO scheme based on RP with r = 2.

4The only exception where we had to reduce the CFL number is for the initial data

o = (_1): _. This choice of initial data forces theof the mesh oscillation function v i

o = 6_(-l)J, where _: is a positive randomENO scheme to become linear; for vj

number, the scheme is again stable under a CFL restriction of 1: (see [16] for more

details).
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In 116], the second paper in this series, we have presented numerical experiments

that verify our statements about the accuracy and non-oscillatory nature of the

reconstruction R(z; _), and demonstrate the stability of the ENO schemes in the

scalar constant coefficient case for both the pure IVP and the mixed initial-boundary

value problem (IBVP).

In this paper we present a sample of our numerical experiments for the non-

linear scalar case and the Euler equations of gas dynamics in ID. The purpose

of this presentation is to address the open questions that we could not fully an-

swer by analysis: The accumulation of error, the adequacy of the "solution in the

small" procedure, consistency with entropy inequalities and the effectiveness of the

characteristic-wise reconstruction for systems. We have performed most of the nu-

merical experiments for r = 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Since it is not practical to present six sets

of data for each problem we usually compare r = 2, which is the current state of

the art scheme, to r = 4 which seems to be optimal for smooth solutions. However

presentation of a comprehensive efficiency study is deferred to a future paper.

A. Scalar conservation laws.

A1. Convex f(u) with smooth initial data: In this sub-section we show results

of applying the ENO schemes to

(7.1a) u,. (u2/2)x = 0

(7.1b) u(x,O) = c,+ L7sin(Irx4-"7),

for -1 <_ z _< 1, _ >_ 0. In these calculations we have used the ENO schemes with

fR replaced by frog (4.21) (without any entropy correction).

Let Z(z,t) denote the solution of (7.1a) with Z(x,0) = sin rz, i.e. _ = 1, el =

"/ = 0 in (7.1b). The solution Z(z,t) is smooth for 0 < t < 1/_'; when t = 1/Tr a

shock develops at z = +1, and stays there as a stationary shock for t > l/_'. Some
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time after its development, this shock starts interacting with the expansion wave in

-1 < x < 1; this brings about a fast decay of the solution. The "exact" solution

presented in the following is computed in 0 < x < 1 by using Newton-Raphson

iterations to solve the characteristic relation

(7.2) Z = sin _'(z- Zt);

Z in (-1,0) is obtained from Z in (0,1) by Z(-x,t) = -Z(z,t). The general solution

of (7.1) is computed from Z(z,t) in (-1,1) by

(7.3)  ,Cz,t) = +/3zCz - at + Zt).

In Tables 1 and 2 and figure 1 we present computation of (7.1) with a = 1, /3 =

1 (x- t, It) thus the shock develops at t = 2/_.1/2, 7 = 0, i.e. u(x,t) = 1+ _Z _ ;

The results are presented at t = 0.3 when the solution is still smooth. We divide

(-1,1) into J equal intervals and define

(7.4) zj=-l+(j-1/2)h, h=2/J, l_<j < J

First we consider the pure IVP for (7.1), i.e. periodic boundary conditions at

z = -4-1. In Figures la and Ib we show the results of the ENO schemes with RD at

t = 0.3; figure la shows the second order ENO scheme, while figure Ib shows the

fourth order one. Both calculations were performed with J = I0 and CFL = 0.6.

The continuous line in these figures is the exact solution; the circles represent the

values of R(xj;vN). In Tables la and lb we list the Loo-error and the Lt-error at

t = 0.3 of a refinement sequence J = 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, ,5 with

CFL = 0.6. Table la shows the results of the ENO schemes with RP while Table

lb shows the ones with RD. The value of rc in Tables 1 and 2 is the "computational

order of accuracy" which is calculated by assuming the error to be a constant times

h"'; this definition is meaningful only for h sufficiently small.

l[ .j.
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In figures 2a and 2b we use the same schemes as in figure 1, but with J = 16,

and show the results at t _-. 2/_" (after 17 time-steps) which is the time of the

formation of the shock. Ia figures 3a and 3b we show the reconstruction R(x; v'*)

corresponding to the numerical solutions of figure 2. The squares in figures 3a _nd

3b mark the values of R(xj+ _ 4- 0; vn). R(x; v n) is piecewise-linear in figure 3a and

piecewise - cubic in figure 3b.

Next we consider the IBVP for (7.1); since the characteristic speed for (7.3)

with _ = 1, fl = 3, "_ = 0 is positive, we prescribe

(7.sa) t)=

x -- +1 is an outflow boundary and no condition is prescribed there. To be able

to compare with the periodic problem we take g(t) in (7.5a) to be the value of the

periodic solution at z = -1, i.e.

1 xt)
(7.5b) g(t) = 1 + _Z(-1- t,

The point of view that we have taken in treating boundary conditions is consistent

with the presentation of the "abstract scheme" (1.10), (1.14) as a sequence of global

operations. Thus in the reconstruction step, as in the pure IVP case, we use the

given cell-averages (vn}, 1 < j <_ J, to get R(z;v n) for -I < z < 1; in presence

of boundaries we restrict the choice of stencil to available information by imposing

the condition

(7 6) 1 _<ik(j) _< J-r for 1 <_ k <_ r

in the algorithm (3.4). Note that we do not use the given boundary data g(t)

(7.5a) in the reconstruction step. The boundary data is incorporated into the

scheme on the PDE levei by c _nsidering the solution-in-the-small step to be an

IBVP. Obviously the resulting scheme is biased "agains_ the wind" near z = -l;
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nevertheless, numerical experiments in the nonlinear case as well as in the constant

coefficient case (see [16]), indicate that the ENO schemes are stable. We observe

that a similar choice of stencil occurs near discontinuities in the interior of the

computational grid.

In Tables 2a and 2b we repeat the calculations in Table 1 for the IBVP (7.1)

with (7.5). In figures 4a and 4b we show the calculations of the ENO schemes based

on RP with r = 2 and r - 4, respectively, for the IBVP (7.1) with a = 0, fl =

1, _ = r. Here the boundaries x = =i=l are characteristic, and a stationary shock

develops at x = 0 at t -- 1/_'. In these calculations we have treated x = -1 as an

inflow boundary and specified

=0;

z - +1 was treated as an outflow boundary. The results show the numerk=al

solution with J = 16 and CFL = 0.6 at _ = 0.6, at which time the solution has

already started to decay considerably due to the interaction of the shock with the

expansion waves.

(A2). Rieman_ IVP for norL-convez f(u): In this sub_ection we show results

of applying the ENO schemes to the Riemann IVP

(7.7a)
f _L X < 0

ttt = f(u)= : O, u(x,O) : {
t uR x>0

where f(u) is the non-convex function

(7.7b) f(u) = _(u 2- 1)(u 2 -4).

We recall that the main difficulty in justifying the approximation (4.,.3) is when

the "fan" in (4.4) covers z = zi+ _; the same difficulty is encountered in justifying

the use of fRoE (4.2l) instead of the exact flux of the Riemann problem (4.6).

Therefore we present two cases in which a(UL,UR) = 0; in the first case z = 0
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is covered by a centered sonic rarefaction fan, while in the second one there is a

stationary (sonic) shock at z = 0.

In each case we present two sets of experiments. In the first set we use the

ENO schemes with the exact fn which is defined by (4.6a); these results, which

we consider to be rather pleasing, are presented in Figures 5 and 7. In the second

set of experiments we use the ENO schemes with ]-R replaced by the following

modification of fROE in (4.21)

(7.8a)
1

fROE(ul, U2) = _[f(u,)+ f(u_) -- max(la(ul,u_)l,e)(u_ -- ui)].

The addition of the linear viscosity term -s(u2 - u_)/2 for [a I < e, is the simplest

but crudest entropy correction of (4.21). We note that e = 0 in (7.8a) corresponds

to (4.21), while e = 1/,_ (A = r/h) corresponds to Lax's first order scheme [18]; since

(7.8a) satisfies relation (4.16c) the modified scheme remains r-th order accurate. In

our calculations we take

(7.8b) e = 0.1/,_.

Analysis presented in [24] shows that using (7.8a) - (7.8b) in the "second-order"

TVD scheme of [g] results in a scheme which converges to entropy correct solutions

for convex f(u), provided that )_ is sufficiently small; numerical experiments in the

convex case [9] and the non-convex case [32] seem to verify this statement even for

CFL number close to 1.

The numerical resu!ts of the ENO schemes using (7.8a) - (7.8b) are shown in

Figures 6 and 8. These results show that the ENO schemes converge to entropy

correct solutions; however, the quality of the numerical approximation depends

strongly on the formal order of accuracy of the scheme.
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We remark that an entropy correction to /RO_ which is more appropriate for

the non-convex case is obtained by using in (7.8a) ¢ = ¢(``i, ``2) which is defined by

(7.8c) = m [O, - .R - a(,,,,,,2)1

where

(7.8d) aL= min a(t_,v), aR= max a(v, u2);

see [13]. In this case the modified/aoE becomes computationally equivalent to the

exact /R.

Our purpose in presenting numerical experiments with the crude entropy cor-

rection (7.8b) rather than the more appropriate one (7.8c) - (7.8d) is to demonstrate

that the importance of the Riemann solver in the formulation of the ENO schemes

is decreasing with increasing order of accuracy. When r = 1 R(z; v n) is piecewise-

constant and all the variation of the solution is contained in the discontinuities of

the reconstruction. Consequently the Riemann solver is the only mechanism to

describe time evolution. For r > 1, the smooth polynomial variation in the cell

(which is O(h) in regions of smoothness) is generally larger than the variation in

the discontinuities of the reconstruction (which is O(h r) in regions of sm(_othness)

- see Figures 3, 14 ,rod 16. Therefore the time evolution of the smooth polyno-

mial part, namely the Cauchy-Kowalewski procedure, is in general more important

than the Riemann _lver. The only excepl;ion is in the first few time-steps needed

to introduce intermediate states in the solution t'_ the Riemann IVP (7.7) where

(UL,UR) is not a shock.

In all the calculations presented in this subsection we have used the ENO

schemes with RD and CFL = 0.8.
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(7.oa 

Case: (i): uL---- 2, uR----2.

The exact solution in this case is(see figureha)

2
,,(:_,0 = gC::/t)

-2

z/t < -0.5281529

]xl/t < 0.5281520;

_-/t > 0.5281529

here g(x/t) is a centered rarefaction wave: g(y) is the solution of

y = f'(g)

in the concave part of f which is [u[ < V/_;

g(_0.5281529) = q:0.2152504.

In figures 5b, c, d we show the results of the ENO schemes using the exact fR

as defined by (4.6a) for r = 1, 2, 4, respectively; in these calculations we used J =

40 in (7.4) and N = 80 time-steps. The exact solution is shown by the continuous

line; the circles mark the values of R(zi;vN). We observe that the structure of the

solution in these calculations has developed at the correct rate; this is evident from

the fact that the location of the computed shocks is accurate. In figure 5b we notice

the "dog-leg" which is typical of Godunov's scheme.

I_ Figures 6a, b, c we repeat the calculations in Figures 5b, c, d but with

]'_ replaced by .fR(,E (7.8a) - (7.8b). From these figures we see that the scheme

develops the correct structure of the solution, but not at the correct rate. This is

due to the fact that e = 0.1/A represents a fan which is much narrower than the

initial fan in the exact solution. The location of the computed shocks lags behind

the correct location by 8 cells for r = 1, 3 cells for r = 2 and only one cell for

r = 4. To verify that the numerical approximations converge to the entropy correct

solution we refine the mesh by a factor of 2 and repeat the calculations of Figures

6a. b, c with J = 80, N = 160; the results of these calculations are shown in Figures
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6d, e, f. Sincethe number of cells by which the computed shocks lags behind the

correct location remains the same, we conclude that the numerical approximations

indeed do converge to the entropy correct solution.

Taking into account the crudeness of the entropy correction (7.8b) we consider

the Ferformance of the 4-th order scheme in figures 6c and 6f to be surprisingly

good.

Case (ii): UL = -3, UR = 3.

The exact solution in this case is (see figure 7a)

(7.9b)
-3

=  (xlt)

t)

here .q(v) is the solution of

y = f'(_)

x/t <_ -19.5

-19.5 < z/t < O;

0 < z[, <__19.5

19£ <_ z/t

in the convex part of f which is lul > V/_. Note that the solution (7.9b) is

discontinuous at z = O; _(0) = v/2_.

In Figures 7b, c, d we show the results of the ENO schemes using the exact ]'R

as defined by (4.6a) for r = 1, 2, 4, respectively; in these cMculations we used J =

40 in (" 4) and N = 20 time-steps. We observe that the stationary shock at z = 0

in these figures is perfectly resolved.

In figures 8a, b, c we repeat the calculations in Figures 7b, c, d but with fR

replaced by /ROE (7.8a) - (7.8b). Since the rarefaction fans in this case are not

sonic, the quality of the numerical approximation of the rarefaction wave in figures

8a, b, c is similar to that of the corresponding one in figures 7b, c, d. We observe

that the stationary shock at z = 0 in figures 8a, b, c is somewhat smeared - this

is due to the fact that the Riemann solver corresponding to (7.8b) places a fan of

the size Iz/t I < t around z = 0. Nevertheless, if we compare the results of the 4-th
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order ENO schemes in the two experiments, we find that the results in figure 8c are

only slightly inferior to those of figure 7d.

B. Euler equations of gas dynamics. In this subsection we present numer-

ical experiments with the ENO schemes for the Euler equations of gas dynamics

for a polytroplc gas with "7 = 1.4 (see section 6). In all these calculations we have

used reconstruction via primitive function (RP) and fROE (5.11), (6.9) without any

entropy corrections.

(B1). Riemaan problems. In figures 9 and 10 we show the results of applying

the ENO schemes with r = 2 and r = 4, respectively, to the Riemann problem

(7.7a) with the initial data

(pL,qr.,Pr.)=(1,O, 1); (pR, _/R, PR) -" (0.125, 0, 0.10).

In these calculationswe have used the characteristicreconstruction (5.8),(6.3)with

I00 cells,h = 0.1,CFL = 0.8 and 50 time steps.

In figure11 we repeat the calculationof the "4-th order" ENO scheme in figure

I0 but with component-wise reconstruction (5.1).Comparing figureI0 with figure

Il we see that there issome "noise" in the component-wise reconstruction which is

eliminated by using characteristicreconstruction. We note however that the level

of "noise" in figure 11 may be considered acceptable for practicalcalculations.

The initialdata (7.10a) are those of the Riemann problem proposed by Sod

in [23],which has become a standard testproblem. The solution to this problem

has a monotone decreasing density profileand thereforeitdoes not display certain

difficultiesthat may arise when the intermediate state has to be %uilt-up." In

figures12-16 we present calculationsfor the Riemann problem

(7.10b) (PL,qt.,Pt.) = (0.445, 0.698, 3.528);(pR,qR,PR)= (0.5, 0, 0.571)
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used by Lax in [!8];see also [7},[9].All these calculationswere performed with 100

cells,h = 0.1,CFL = 0.8 and 85 time-steps using a component-wise reconstruction

(5.11). In figure 12 we show the resultsof the '_4-thorder_ ENO scheme using

a component-wise reconstruction (5.11). Comparing these resultsto figure 11 we

see that the component-wise reconstruction here is much "noisier'_than in Sod's

problem. In figures 13 and 15 we show the results of the ENO schemes using

characteristicreconstruction (6.3) for r = 2 and r = 4, respectively;comparing

figure15 to figure 12 we see that most of the "noise" in figure 12 iseliminated.

In figures14 and 16 we show the characteristicreconstruction R(z; vn) of the

numerical solution _n figures13 and 15, respectively;R(z; v'_)ispiecewise-linearin

figure 14 (r = 2) and piecewise-cubic in figure 16 (r - 4). The squares in these

figures mark the values of R(xj+_ _ 0;vn); thus the differencebetween the two

sq,laresat the same location shows the sizeof the discontinuity inthe reconstruction

there (we recallthat the circlesin figures 13 and 15 are the values of R(zj;v'_)).

We see that the discontinuitiesin the reconstruction of the rarefaction wave are

small enough to be graphically imperceptible. Surprisingly the discontinuitiesin the

reconstruction of the contact-discontinuityare alsorather small. Comparing figure

16 to figure 14 we notice that the s_zeof the discontinuitiesin the reconstruction

for r = 4 is always considerably smaller than that for r = 2. It is interesting to

note that even in the shock region in figure 16 (r = 4), the sum of the jumps in the

reconstruction is only about 35% of the size of the shock, while about 65% of the

shock jump is described by the smooth polynomial p_rt of the reconstruction.

We remark that because of the self-similar nature of the solution to the Rie-

mann problem, the rate of convergence of any scheme is inherently limited to first

order (see [27]). Comparing r = 4 with r = 2 in the solution of the abe)re Riemann

problems we notice aslight improvement in the smearing of the contact disc,mtinuity

(we have not used artificial compression in these calculations) and the description
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of the rarefactionwave. Because of the self-similarnature of the solution itisbetter

to compare the performances of two schemes by using z/t as the spacial variable

and to find how many time-steps ittakes to get well resolved intermediate status.

Doing so for the problem (7.10b) we find that r -- 4 with N -- 35 gives about the

same resultas r = 2 with N = 70.

(B2). Interaction of blastwaves: In thissubsection we present numerical ex-

periments with the ENO schemes for the problem of two interactingblast waves:

(7.11a)

where

(7.11b)

PL -- PM - PR = 1,

uL 0 <z<0.1
u(z,O) = u_ 0.I _<z<O.9

UR 0.9 < z < I

qr. = qM = qR = O, PL -- 103, PM = 10 -2, PR = 102;

the boundaries at z = 0 and z = 1 are solid walls. This problem was suggested

by Woodward and Colella a.s a test problem; we refer the reader to [31] where a

comprehensive comparison of the performance of various schemes for this problem

is presented.

In our calculations we divided the interval (0,1) into d cells by

(7.12a) z: = (j- {)/d : = 1,...,d,

where zj marks the center of the j-th cell. The boundary conditions of a so.id

wall in z = 0 and z = l were treated by reflection,i.e.we defined auxiliarystates

%',...,v'__,+ifor the leftwall and v_.t,...,v_+, for the right wall by

n tt(7.12b) P"-,*, = P,, q"-,., = -q,, e-,*, -- PT, .7= t,...,,-

(7.12c) p" = q'_+: " ":+j P3-:+t P']+j =P1-:+l, ]= 1, r,= --q.l-j+ l ' ""1
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We observe that representing the solid wall condition by the above reflection

is very suitable for the characteristic reconstruction: _ 3-wave approaching the

right boundary is reflected as a 1-wave; consequently there is hardly any interaction

between the waves in the characteristic variables (6.3a) and a situation of not having

enough points of smoothness to choose from is thus avoided.

In figures 17a-17h we show the solution of the "4-th order" ENO scheme at

t = 0.010, 0.016, 0.026, 0.028, 0.030, 0.032, 0.034, 0.038, respectively. We refer

the reader to figure 2 in [31] where a highly accurate solution is displayed and

a detailed description of the various interactions that occur at these instances is

presented. The continuous line in figures 17a-17h, 18 and 19 is the solution of

the "4-th order" ENO scheme with J = 800 in (7.12a). Comparing this solution

to the "exact" solution of Woodward and Colella in [31], we find that it shows

all the important features of the various interactions and thus can be considered a

"converged" solution. (The continuous line representing the solution with J = 800 is

the piecewise-linear interpolation of {R(xi; v'_)}; consequently cusps in the solution,

which do appear in R(x; v'_), are chopped in the graphic representation). The circles

in figures 17a-17h show the values of R(xj; v'*) of the "4-th order" ENO scheme with

J = 400. Comparing the numerical solution for J = 400 to that of J = 800 we

see that the velocity and pressure have already converged, while the density in

figures 17g and 17h still deviates from the "converged" solution. This is due to the

smearing of 3 contact discontinuities which are present in the solution at this time;

the numerical results of Woodward and Colella demonstrate that the addition of

"contact-discontinuity steepeners" improve the density profile considerably.

In figure 18 we show the solution of the "4-th order" ENO scheme with J = 200

at the final time t = 0.038; In figure 19 we repeat the calculation in figure 18 for

the _second-order" ENO scheme. Comparing figure 18 and figure 19 we see that

the "4-th order" scheme gives a much better resolution. We r:.mark that the results
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of the "4-th order" scheme wi_h J = 100 (not shown here) are of the same quality

as those of the "second-order" scheme with J - 200.

.We note that a parabola interpolating

P(z-t) = 240, P(z0) = 0.01, P(xl) - 40

has an interval in which it is negative; the same is true for higher order interpolating

polynomials that pass through these points. A situation of this type occurs in the calcu-

lation of the two interacting blast waves just before the interaction in figure 17d, when

the low pressure region in figure 17c is shrinking to 1-2 computational cells. Since high

order interpolating polynomials may produce negative values of pressure and density in

such drastic situations, we have imposed a "positivity condition" on the reconstruction

step of our programs for the Euler equations. To ensure that R(x; v'_) in the j-th cell

yields density and pressure that are positive, i.e.

(7.13a)
r--I

"-_akP (x- xi)k akpI (x- xj.)k
PJ+_ _ _=_, k! >o, :;+_ o_---_,__-__,k! >o forIx- _,I<h/2

k=l k----I

we check whether

"-' akpi (h/2) k "-' 0kp. (h/2) k

k=l k--I

If condition (7.13b) is not satisfied we reduce the order of the reconstruction locally

at z = x i until positivity is ensured. We observe that the LHS of the inequalities in

(7.13b) is O(h) in smooth regions, hence this positivity condition does not reduce

the asymptotic order of accuracy. Our computer program monitors occurances of

order reduction due to the positivity condition; we have found _hat the order in

the calculations of the _4-th order" ENO scheme has been reduced during two time

steps before the interaction in figure 16d, and only at the interaction zone itself; we

have not encountered any order reduction in the solutiov to the Riemann problems

(v.lo).
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C. Variants and extensions.

C1. Characteristic method for the scalar case: In [15] we described an approx-

imation to v(z, t), the solution-in-the-smaU of _t4.2_j, w)_ich_ is obtained by tracing

approximate chaxacteristics to the initial data. This approximation _(z,t) can be

extended to arbitrary order of accuracy as follows: Let _+ { denote

(7.14a) a,.+_ =a(R(zy+ _ - 0;v'_), R(z_+_ + 0;v'_))

where _(ul u2) is defined in (4.7), and let a(z) denote the interpolation of a_ by) 3+_

H,_ (3.1) with m = r- 1, i.e.

(7.14b) a(x_+,) = -"%+

(7.14c) 5(z)=Hm(x;5"), re=r-1.

The approximation _(z, t) is obtained by prescribing constancy of the solution

along the approximate characteristic lines

z= zo+ _,(zo)t

) i.e.

_(Zo + a(Zo)t,t) = 0(z0,0) = R(z0;v");

thus

_(_,t) = R(_0(-,_);,")

where Zo(z,t) is the solution of the algebraicequation (7.15a). Let Zo_(Z,t)denote

the solution to (7.15z) for m = l in (7.14c);ifz and t are such that

(7.1sa) _._;(t) < _ < _b.+;(t)
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where

(7.16b)

then

(7.16c)

_..+;(t) = x,.+_+ t a_+;

_:_(_,t) = _s_, + _ _"+; - xj_; (x- _,._,(t)).
• ,.+; (t) - _,_, (t)

For m > 1 we obtain Xo(z,t) by solving (7.15a) with Newton-Raphson iterations

starting with the initial guess (7.16c).

Using _(z,t) (7.15c) we define the following variant of (4.14):

(7.17a) un+lj = - - i;_,,)

k

(7.!7b) ._+_ = _ _k f(vCzj+_,_kr)).
k----O

We have started the development of the ENO schemes with the version (7.17);

later on we have replaced the characteristic method by the Cauchy-Kowalewski

procedure which offers a unified approach in extending the scheme to include forcing

terms and to systems of conservation laws. Our numerical experiments show that

the two versions are computationally equivalent, although the version with the

characteristic method (7.17) seems to be slightly mere accurate than (4.14).

We remark that the scheme (7.17), as the scheme (4.14) with fRoE in (4.21a),

also admits any discontinuity with _(uL,un) = 0 as a stationary solution. This

can be easily rectified by replacing the "shock curve" _i+_(t) in (7.16b) by an

appropriate fan.

C2. Semi-discrete formulation and Runge-Kutta methods: The semi-discrete

version of the ENO schemes can be derived either directly from (1.4) or by letting

r _ 0 in (4.14), (5.9). It takes the form

d v_(t):= t(7.18a) dq -K{/_+;Ct)- L-;(t)l- @ o,(t)
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where

(7.1Sb) = R(xi++

here vj(t) is an approximation to _(zj, t);v(t) = (vs.(t)); fa(ul, u2) is either the

exact flux (4.5) or fRos (4.21), (S.ll).

Considering (7.18) to be a system of ordinary differential equations in t for the

vector v(t) - {vi(t)} , we can solve the problem by using a numerical ODE solver.

In [2] we present two sets of numerical experiments in which we use Runge-Kutta

methods of appropriate order to approximate the solution of (7.18). In the first

set of experiments we apply the scheme to the Riemann problem (7.10a) for r = 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6. In the second set of experiments we apply the scheme with r = 2, 4

to a Lawl nozzle problem which involves the addition of a forcing term to the

Euler equations (6.I). In these calculations we have used RP, fRoE and CFL =

0.5. Comparing the results of the Riemann problem to those in the present paper

we find them to be of similar quality. The numerical experiments of [2] indicate

th at the semi-discrete formulation (7.18) with Runge- Kutta temporal discretization

does not generate spurious oscillations for CFL < 0.5; however when we increase

the CFL number beyond 0.5 we start getting some oscillations and eventually the

scheme becomes unstable.

The main _;dvantage of using the Runge-Kutta temporal discretization is the

ease of its programming; however it seems to be less efficient than the fully discrete

formulation and also requires more storage.

C3. Variable grid and front tracking: In section 3 we have pointed out that the

non-oscillatory interpolation H,, (3.1) - (3.5) and the reconstruction via primitive

function (RP) (3.6) - (3.10) are well defined for non-uniform grids, see appendix.

Since the solution-in-the-small step also does not require uniformity of the grid, we
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may compute new cell-averagesv_ +t in (1.14c) on any choice of intervals {/_y+t}

by

n+t 1 fz(7.I01 ,j -i_+, I ?+' _hC_,t_+,-0)dz;

here I_ t= (_k__, _+_) and II_[ = _lk+,j. --_- _. Using the same rationale as before,

our approximation to (7.19) becomes

(7.20a)
n Fa

-'+' = [ffl _j - ,'(]7+,, - f;-,,)-

The numerical flux J_:+½ is consistent with f(u) - aj+_ u

/gn+l n
(7.20b) ¢rj+{ - ,,.y+] - _i+{)/r,

and can be expressed as

m

(7.20c) f_+ _ =

where

k

k=O

(7.20d) ]R (,,_,_;_) = f(v(o; _,,,_)) - ov(_; _,,,_);

we recall that V(a; ur., uR) denotes the value of the solution to the Riemann problem

(4.3) at z/t = a. Roe's linearization (5.11) yields the following approximation

(7.21) /R.s( _) = I
u,,u2; _[f(u,) + f(u2) -o'(ul + u2)

rn

- _ _k(,,,,,,_))a_(,_)-_'l'k(_,)'_.
k=l

In figure 20 we show the results of the scheme (7.20) with fR approximated

by fROE (7.21) for the Riemann problem (7.105); the values of {_+_} in this

calculation were chosen by the self-adjusting grid algorithm of [131. This algorithm

n

provides an automatic way to place interval end-points _j +l at the location of
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significantdiscontinuitiesand thus avoid their smearing by the cell-averagingstep

(7.19). The calculation in figure20 was initializedby taking the exact solution of

the Riemann problem at t = 0.5 (at which time there are 4 grid points between

the contact-discontinuity and the shock). The resultsdisplayed in figure20 show

the numerical solution of the scheme with r - 4 after 100 time steps with CFL

=- 0.5. These resultsclearlydemonstrate the adaptability of the ENO schemes to

front tracking techniques.

We note that the use of irregulargrids disallows the extra order of accuracy

which was gained in (I.18) for a uniform grid. Numerical experiments with irregular

grids (where ,e,_+lis randomly selected within a specifiedinterval)show that the

error in solving the scalarsmooth problem (7.1)by the scheme (7.20)isO(h r-_) in

the LI, L_ and Loo norms. However comparing figure20 with figure15 we observe a

considerable gain in resolutionin spiteof the reduction in formal order of accuracy.

C4. Eztertsiortto 2D: In this subsection we outline the extension of the ENO

schemes to the solution of the two-dimensional IVP

(7.22)

We note that Strang-type dimensional splitting [29] is only second-order accurate in

time, and therefore is unsuitable for extending the higher order accurate members

of the ENO schemes to 2D.

Let w denote the two-dimensional "sliding average" cf w

+ y + v)dvd .
(7.23) t_( z, y) - A zAy -L_¢I_S-L_,V/2

Integrating (7.22) over the covaputational cell I, jx [tn,tn+l}, l,j= [z i_ _, z,+ {] x

[yj_ _, y¢+_], we find that _s'_ = _](z,, yj, t,_) satis6es the equation

(7.24a) tli1 -- Ui J
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where A_ - lr/Az, ,_ -- r/Ay and

lfo'fA_/2(7.24b) /i_,5- fAy J-_y/2 fCuCxi+ _ ,yj + rl,tn + t))dydt,

 . zlfo'f(7.24c) _,.j+_ - g(u(x, + _, y.i+_,t,_ + t))d_dt.

The abstract form of the ENO schemes for the solution of (7.22) remains (1.10),

i.e.

(7.25) v n+l =AhE(r)'R(',';vn), v ° =_o.

As before E(t) is the exact evolution operator of (7.22); however, Ah is now the

2-dimensional cell-averaging (7.23) and R(z, y; _) is _n appropriate t.-dimension.,1

reconstruction of w(z: y). In the scalar constant coefficient case

(7.26a) ut + aux + buy = O, uC x, y, O) = uo( x, y),

the ENO scheme (7.25) becomes

(7.26b) _ 0

In [12] we present numerical experiments with the ENO scheme (7.26) for

the scalar constant coefficient case, :vhere the reconstruction R(z, y; w) is obtained

via a two-dimensional deconvolution. Expanding w(z + _, y + rl) in (7.23) around

= r/ = 0 we get as in (3.12)

(7.27)

+ + + ")

Multiplying both sides of (7.27) by (Az)k(Ay) t-kox_ou,_ k and truncating the ex-

pansion in the RHS at O(A"), we get as in (3.13} an invertable system of linear
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equations which expresses• and its derviatives in terms of w and its derivatives.

We set

(7.28a) (D°'°),::= _(z,,yA

and obtain approximations

ak+_

(7.28b) (/_k'L)_ i = (Az)k(Ay) t Oz_Oy tt_(z_,y_.) + O(A_), l<k + i <r- 1;

then, as in (3.17), we invert the system of linear equations to get the following

approximations to w and its derivatives

ok+t

(7.29a) (Dk't)iy = (Ax)k(Ay)tcgzkay I w(zl, y_) + O(Ar), 0 < k + 1 < r- 1.

Using (7.29a) we define R in the cell h., by

r-I 1 lE Az _ Ay '
1=0 k=0

The approximations /_k.t in (7.28b) are obtained by a sequence of applications

of the one-dimensional operation (3.1Sb), which we rev, rite now in the following

operator form:

£ d l

(7.30) (G_ .u)j= M(-d-flztH,_(z: -0; u),-_z_H,,_(z:. + 0;u));

here u denotes the one-dimensional vector {u(zj) J}j=t" Using (7.30) and the notation

- I
convention ff.,..j. = {t_(z,-, V_)},=t, we define

(7.31a) (bk'°),; = (,_:)P'(G_ • _..,.),, 1 <_k <__ - t,

(7.31b) (D°'t),, = (AY)t(atm "_i,°)i, 1 < I < r- 1.
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To obtain approximations to the mixed derivatives of _ we first evaluate

(b,k'_),i C_y)_ ' •= [Gm_ k (/Sk'0)_,o]i,

(D_'-k')di = (Ax)k [G_-' * (/5°a)°,J] ;'

and then define

(7.31c) (/Sk,t),i = _ - k,CCD, )0.,([9_')_i),

where M is the min mod function (3.16).

We observe that the restriction of the two-dimensional reconstruction (7.29)

to y = Yi, i.e. R(z, Yi; 4) is identical to the one-dimensional reconstruction (3.18)

applied to the restriction of _ to y = Yi, i.e. R(x; _(o, Yi)); the same observation

applies to the restrictions to x = x_.

We recall that the one-dimensional reconstruction is essentially non-oscillatory

only if discontinuities are seperated by at least r + 1 points of smoothness. In

the one-dimensional system case we had to overcome the problem of collision (in

time) of discontinuities; in the two-dimensional case we also have to worry about

intersections (in space) of curves of discontinuity. In order to study the severity

of the problem we have experimented with the constant coefficient problem (7.263)

with the initial data

1 (x, y) _ s;(7.32) ,,0(_,y) = o (_,y) _ u - s

here 5r = i-I, 1] x [-1, 1] and S is a rotated square contained in U. In [121 we

present numerical results which are obtained by applying the scheme (7.26) with

r = 1,2,3,4 to the initial data (7.32) with periodic boundary conditions on OU.

These results show that indeed small spurious oscillations are generated for r >_ 2

at the corners of b', however it seems to us that they are small enough to be

computationally acceptable.
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Appendix: An. algorithm for reconstruction.

In this appendix we describe our algorithm for computing the coefficients bi, k

in

r-I

CA.1) R(z;_) = E bj kCz- zi) k,
k=O

where zj is the center of the j-th cell. To obtain these coefficients we start with

Newton's form of interpolation

(A.2)

r k-I

H_C_;_1: _ _[y,,..-,y,+_lI-[ C_- _,+,).
k=O 1=0

Here i = i(j) is selected by the algorithm (3.4) with respect to the divided differences

(A.3) di,k ----U[yi, ..., Yi+k]

In the following we describe an algorithm to rewrite the polynomial on the

RHS of (A.2) as a finite Taylor series around z = zc"

P P

(A.4) q(z) = Z d,,kPs,kCx) = Z q(k)Czc)(z - zc)k/k!
k=O k=O

where

(A.,_)
k-I k

P,_(_): II (_- _,+,)--_2s,_(_- _)_-,
/=0 |=0

Using the fact that the coefficients (St._ } satisfy a recursion relation we compute

them as follows:

We set

(A.6) Zi :zc- Y;+l, 0'( l'( •- 1;

$o.k=l, 0<_k<_r;
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then we evaluate

(A.7)

It is easy to see that

do / = 1,r

Sl,_= $t-l.t-lZt-_
do k = l + l,r

St._ = St.k-_ + St-l,k-_Zk-_

r

(A.8) q{k)(z_) = k! 2 St-ujd_,l
/=k

We note that the algorithm (A.6) - (A.8) is defined for a non-uniform grid.

When the grid is unifora we can obtain (A.8) in two steps: First we take z¢ = y;

and observe that 2t = -lh in (A.6); consequently {St.k} are independent of i.

Denotin_

(A.9) dk = hkd_.k, ck = hkq(k)(y_)

and using the convention aIk = 0 for k > r, we get for 1 < r < 6

(A.10)

Co= '_Cw)
ct dt - d=/2 + d3/3 - oT4/4 + &/5 - &/6

c2 d_ - d,_ + 1 ld4/12 - 54/6 + 137&/180

c. ok- 2__+ i":_./6

c_ z - y,)k

k=0

Thus

Reconstruction via primitive/unction (RP): In this case Iy = (yj, Yy*t) is the

j-th cell and z¢ = zj = _(yy + Yy+t) is its center. The given data is

(A.12) t_l I t/v,+j- tv(v)dv,
Yl+ t - Y! ,, yl
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from which we evaluate the point values of the primitive function

k--I

(A.13) W(yk) =
1=0

Applying the algorithm (A.6) - (A.8) to

(A.14) di,k = W[yi, ..., yi+J¢]

with i = i(j) selected by (3.4), we obtain the values of q{t)(a:j). Using the definition

(3.8) in (A.4) we get the coefficients of the Taylor expansion in (A.1) by

(A.lS) b,k = qlk+,lCx)/k!.

We note that when the grid is uniform Yk = xk-_/_ and we can also use the

algorithm (A.9)- (A.11).

Reconstruction via deconvolution (RD}: We recall that RD is used with a uni-

form grid so that the given data t_l can be thought of as point values _(xl) of the

sliding average function (1.3). Applying the algorithm (A.9) - (A.11) to

(A.16) di.k = t_[xi, ..., xi+k]

with :re = x I we get in (A.11) for i = i(j - 1) the values of

(A.Ira) h kdk H,(xi - 0; t_);
dzk ,

when we apply this algorithm with i = i(j) and z,, = xj we get in (A.11) the values

of

d k

(A.lrb) h _' _ H,.(z, +0;t_).

Next we evaluate Dk,y in (3.15) by taking the min mod of the appropriate values

in (A.i7a) and (A.17b). Finally we use the back-substitution (3.19) to obtain the

coefficients of the Taylor expansion (A.1)

1

(A.18) bj, k = _Dk._/h k.
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We remark that the use of the algorithms (A.9) - (A.11) is preferable to that

of (A.6) - (A.8) since it enables us to save computing time by rearranging the

operations (A.16) - (A.17) as follows: First we set i = i(j) in (A.16) and evaluate

(A.9) - (A.10). Using the same coefficients c_ in (A.10) we now apply (A.11) to

d k d _
zc = z i and xc = _;i+1 to obtain a-_ Hr(zi + O;t_) and _-_ H,.(xi+I - O;t_),

respectively; the min rood operation (3.15) is then performed in a following sweep.
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